Town of Brookline
Advisory Committee Minutes
April 6, 2021
To access a recording of this meeting, click on the link below:
https://brooklinema.zoomgov.com/rec/share/4ewsNJbZ3XhIE42Qx1mGWqkzD6HKaaa8g3Maq6IPykYj9DHKB_smOR1
z4s8la1MP
Passcode: YKGB8J@?
Present: Carla Benka, Ben Birnbaum, Harry Bohrs, Clifford Brown, John Doggett, Dennis Doughty, Harry Friedman, DavidMarc Goldstein, Neil Gordon, Susan Granoff, Amy Hummel, Alisa Jonas, Janice Kahn, Steve Kanes, Carol Levin, Pamela
Lodish, Susan Park, Carlos Ridruejo, Michael Sandman, Lee Selwyn, Alok Somani, Claire Stampfer, Paul Warren, Christine
Westphal, Neil Wishinsky, Chi Chi Wu
Absent:
Also Attending: Chief Assessor Rachid Belhocine, Department of Planning and Community Development Senior Planner
Maria Morelli, Department of Planning and Community Development – Regulatory Planning Division Planner Victor
Panak, Petitioner of WA 36 Michael Toffel (TMM 8), Hugh Mattison and other members of the public
The meeting was called to order at 7:30 PM.
Announcements: Pursuant to this Board‘s Authority under 940 CMR 29.10 (8), all Advisory Committee Members will be
participating remotely via telephone or video conferencing due to emergency regulations regarding the Corona virus.
The Chair has reviewed the requirements of the regulations. There is a quorum physically present and all votes taken will
be recorded by roll call so all above listed Advisory Committee members will be allowed to vote.
Public Comment
7:30 pm
No public comments were offered.
Public Meeting
7:45 pm
Review, discussion and possible vote on Warrant Article 6 – Property Tax Exemptions (Human Services)
Susan Granoff provided the report for the Human Services Subcommittee review, discussion and vote on Article 6, the
full account of which is included at the end of these minutes. Article 6 is an annual Warrant Article to increase statemandated local property tax exemptions for certain classes of qualifying individuals. It allows the Town to continue its
current practice of increasing state-mandated property tax exemptions for several classes of qualifying taxpayers,
including disabled veterans, blind persons, low-income and low-asset elderly, and low-asset surviving spouses. The Town
is required by state law to give these taxpayers, if eligible, a basic property tax exemption in the amount specified in
Chapter 59, Section 5, of the Massachusetts General Laws and for which the Town is reimbursed by the state (fully for
the elderly exemption and partially for the others). State law provides for a local, optional, annual increase in the
mandated exemptions of up to 100%. The percentage increase must be uniform across all the exemption classes and is
paid out of the Town's tax abatement overlay reserve account. The proposed increases, which require annual reauthorizations, are recommended by the Board of Assessors and have been approved each year by Town Meeting since
FY1989.
We commend the committee for its brevity.
The Subcommittee recommended favorable action on WA 6 by a vote of 25-0-0.
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A MOTION was made and seconded for favorable action on Article 6. By a VOTE the Advisory Committee recommends
favorable action on Article 6.
8:05 pm

Review, discussion and possible vote on Warrant Article 19 – Marijuana Delivery Bylaw Amendment
(Planning & Regulation)

8:25 pm

Review, discussion and possible vote on Warrant Article 20 – Marijuana Delivery Zoning Amendment
(Planning & Regulation)

Carlos Ridruejo gave the report for the Planning and Regulation Subcommittee’s review, discussion and vote on Articles
19 and 20. A copy is appended to these minutes. Warrant Articles 19 and 20 seek to update Town By-Laws to reflect
recent changes made by the Commonwealth’s Cannabis Control Commission which allow two new types of licenses:
Marijuana Delivery Operator and Marijuana Courier. Warrant Article 19 amends the Town’s General By-Laws,
“Marijuana Establishments” while Warrant Article 20 amends the Brookline Zoning By-Law, to regulate these new use
types of activities. It is important to note that, for the first three years, the Commonwealth is reserving these two types
of licenses to social equity program participants and economic empowerment applicants.
Fine distinctions of the requirements were explained between local and warehouse delivery schemes.
The Subcommittee held another meeting on April 6 at 6:30 pm and made some further recommendations.
Maria Morelli, Senior Planner – the Planning Department has recommended some edits – loading and parking in an
enclosed structure has been changed to just a loading and parking space; criteria for special permit applicable to state
and local laws and is a technicality.
Questions, Comments, Discussion
Q: What is an equity applicant? A: The state has provisions and guidance sheet. (please find details attached at the end
of these minutes)
Comment: Why would we have a 5000 square foot cap – should be much smaller? Isn’t this inviting predatory investors.
Comment: Square footage requirements for a storage center versus and distribution center doesn’t track. Consider
cutting it in half. Suggest a special permit. A: We don’t micro manage office sizes, but leave it up to the applicant. Office
space doesn’t come in these neat packages. We aren’t inviting trouble but see them as legitimate businesses and trying
to support them.
Q: Financial impact on the town for delivery option. We get a tax if someone goes to a physical site, we get a tax
revenue. How are we capturing tax revenue from this delivery option? Are we losing something from a Door Dash
model?
A: We are not using Door Dash. The State has clear guidelines are who the couriers are. We wanted to achieve balance.
It is allowed and we can’t prohibit a type, so we would have them in the I and O districts and we would have a cap
without cannibalizing brick and mortar operations.
Q: Nothing equivalent to the Uber or Lyft model in terms of the revenue going to the state and then the town getting a
percentage of that revenue? A: I don’t believe so but can’t say.
Q: Need to have a physical presence in Brookline? A: They need to have an office space in Brookline but they can deliver
anywhere in the State. If Newton had a marijuana courier license and they partnered with another dispensary, you can
order from anywhere.
Comment: I will vote no – Sanctuary opened on the same premise of economic equity and in this past year the majority
of people of color who were hired, were fired. I’m doubtful that these couriers will hire people of color. Concerning as
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far as these couriers – when you unload the cannibas and reload, the vehicles can carry up to $10K of product. How
many times will they have to go the warehouse and reload? Offensive using Amazon as a model. This is marijuana and
this laissez faire term, we need to be careful what we are inviting. Consulted with a psychiatrist and their take on high
school students, young people, showed many instances where marijuana made them depressed.
Q: Is there anything preventing NETA or Sanctuary from using their own courier? A: No they can only partner or colocate, although no restriction on medical. The State is reserving the delivery only for economic entrepreneurs.
Comment: The subcommittee dealt with amendments but we also had a long discussion about a potential amendment.
There was discussion about parking limitations for delivery vans. No more than 2 vans to park on the site related to WA
20. Warehouse use is a minimum of 1 parking space for MINIMUM of 1200 square feet and the also delivery vehicles
need to be unmarked.
Maria added, Planning Department is taking up a parking study and will be done fall of 2021. I think the sweet spot
might be 2400 feet or 4 cars. There are residential buildings so we want to be respectful of how this plays out with
parking box trucks for example. Be more conservative the first time out. We arrived at 1.5 spaces by borrowing that
number from the Emerald Island overlay district; it was a compromise.
Q: I can’t figure out how this works. If I’m a consumer, do I care if we pass this? A: You are going to look for an online
model either in Brookline or elsewhere.
Q: As a consumer I can find a courier wherever I want who will deliver what I want? A: Yes.
Comment: Applicant had to come from disproportionate impact group – doesn’t require that it comes from Brookline
but just the entrepreneurs.
Comment: I don’t see the need for this.
Comment: Special permit and licensing scheme are in existence.
Q: Where can couriers deliver? Low impact on the Town would be delivery instead of going on site. Couldn’t deliver to
public housing? Would delivery courier be able to go to BU or public housing? A: NETA delivers to consumers and you
cannot deliver to someone in public housing that gets Federal funds.
Q: Whether or not this passes or not, delivery will come to Brookline. A: Yes.
Q: No one can currently deliver outside of Brookline save for medical marijuana? A: Yes.
Comment: Based on this we are going to have marijuana delivery anyway so insures a category for business in Brookline
where we will see some taxation.
Q: We license 4 marijuana businesses based on 20% of liquor licenses? A: The minimum we can establish is 20% for each
category.
Q: NETA doesn’t count toward delivery? A: No it is a provision of their medical.
Comment: This is coming and the only way we can benefit is to allow some of these courier businesses to locate here.
Maximize the benefit. Biggest regret is going with a first come first served model which froze out economically
disadvantaged folks and this is an effort to fix that.
Comment: From neighbors of NETA, hope this would pass and be expanded this would help distribute the demand. You
can see retail store fronts going the way of five and dimes given the new ways of purchase and delivery.
Q: Do we have an estimate of the economic benefit of existing licenses and what these licenses would provide? A:
Melissa could answer this. Some suggested $2M range.
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Comment: Wonder about effect of post-COVID on sales on marijuana.
Q: Did anyone from Climate Action join in on this? A: No.
A MOTION was made and seconded for favorable action on Article 19. By a VOTE 19-4-3 the Advisory Committee
recommends favorable action on Article 19.
A MOTION was made and seconded for favorable action on Article 20 as amended by Department of Planning and
Community Development.
An AMENDMENT was made to modify to change Marijuana Couriers shall not exceed a total gross floor area of 2,500
square feet per establishment. Marijuana Couriers shall not exceed a total gross floor area of 2,500 square feet per
establishment.
Comment: This is to protect the social equity applicants. You keep out big investors and give others a shot.
Comment: Amending Zoning by a Committee of 30 is dangerous.
Q: Is there a percentage ownership for a courier that qualifies vs figure head for big money investor? Criteria for
economic empowerment https://mass-cannabis-control.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/FINAL-Social-ProvisionsGuidance-1PGR-1.pdf
Comment: Why are we assuming that there will be some big money if the State has already set out clear standards? It is
the ownership and control of that building. We can’t say you cannot strive to be bigger if you are getting capital funding.
Comment: This is offensive to economic equity candidates and we don’t need to tell them what they need to be
protected from. This is about equity.
Comment: Want to reiterate what Maria has offered. You don’t need a lot of space for dispatch but it is difficult to find a
space tied to a size but we need to be reasonable based on available spaces. But we need to be more flexible.
Comment: I don’t think it is being offensive –
Q: How big is NETA? A: About the same size as old Pier One – no cap on medical. Depends on office space that is
available. Why are we trying to micro-manage this but not other office space types? It is a logistical issue and I don’t
understand impact you are trying to avoid or avert here.
Comment: How we look at caps is part of trying to impact outcomes so this is no different.
Comparing this to NETA or Sanctuary is a false equivalence – this is a courier service and will not have the impact of a
retail establishment.
Comment: Don’t limit the size because things are variable and you will take the space you can get.
Comment: These zoning limits should not be equated.
By a VOTE of 10-12-5 the Amendment fails.
By a VOTE the Advisory Committee recommends favorable action on Article 20 as amended by the petitioner. Bylaw
change that would allow marijuana delivery services in Brookline.
By a VOTE of 19-4-4 as Amended by the petitioner, the Amendment passes.
8:45 pm

Review, discussion and possible vote on Warrant Article Art 21 – Micro Units for Emerald Island
(Planning & Regulation)
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David Pollack gave a report of his subcommittee’s review, discussion and vote on Article 21. A copy of the report is
appended to these minutes. The subcommittee voted 5-0 to recommend to the Advisory Committee a recommendation
of favorable action on WA 21 as submitted in the Warrant.
Questions, Comments, Discussion
Comment: Appreciate work everyone has done but concerned that micro units won’t be affordable, fall into disrepair
but still skeptical.
By removing distinct use categories they are treated like general use.
Age restriction? Put an age restriction in the deed.
Q: There are no restrictions on the number of people who can live in a micro unit? A: There are requirements based on
health code and unrelated persons. What is max number of people? A: By health code may be three or four but not
sure.
Q: Micro unit buildings, do they create a fire hazard? Do our fire codes adjust to take account of the unique hazards
might create? A: Not a new concept and many in Town. Fire Department probably has relevant codes. Sure the fire code
contemplates this.
Q: Did this WA get any vetting by the fire department? A: No.
Comment: Echo what Victor has noted, that there are already micro units in existence and have been for years.
Q: This article would take us back to 2016 with exception of Emerald Isle. If not passed, what is the effect? A: We
wouldn’t be able to build micro or age restricted units.
Q: Was the 2016 change deliberate? A: The change that prohibited this was inadvertent.
Comment: So this is correcting a mistake.
Comment: 45 Marion is new construction. Neighbors were concerned but things are now perfectly fine and there are no
issues – and probably good attention was paid to fire safety.
Q: The other micro units in Brookline, the people who own or rent, how long do they stay? Apartment for 10 years or is
clientele going to be college students or young professionals? Trying to understand what developers will do. What is the
turnaround time? A: We don’t know that.
Comment: We are talking about Micro units in term of rentals but to purchase, there will probably be a price tag of
$400K. Residential exemption will mean that a significant reduction in property taxes will be paid to the Town. Erosion
of tax base paying close to no tax at all and shifting burden to others.
A MOTION was made and seconded for favorable action on Article 21 as submitted by Planning and Community
Development Department. By a VOTE 22-2-3 the Advisory Committee recommends favorable action on Article 21 as
submitted by Planning and Community Development Department.
9:05 pm

Review, discussion and possible vote on Warrant Article 36 – Resolution – BFAC Rec. (Long Range
Planning & Policies)
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Mike Sandman, Chair of the Long Range Planning and Policies subcommittee, gave a summary of the subcommittee’s
review, discussion and vote on Article 36 the full account of which is included at the end of these minutes. The
subcommittee recommended favorable action on the motion as amended (add at the end of Resolved Clause (3): “and
anything else the Moderator deems appropriate or helpful.”) with a vote of 4-0-1. (Subcommittee vote was actually 2-02.)
Petitioner Comments
Mike Toffel said that Mike’s report was spot on.

Questions, Comments, Discussion
Q: Read warrant article and reponse to see if anything has happened. Subcommittee report suggested all BFAC
recommendations were good and that boards and commission are just to be a rubber stamp for the recommendations.
No one asked Town Meeting to approve the recommendations and no one asked the Advisory Committee, either. I’m
not sure I agree with all of the recommendations.
Petitioner Toffel: The purpose of this is to pour sunshine on what deliberations have occurred, decisions made and
planned to take it up are being considered. We know things take years to implement but many of these things have not
been contemplated and there is no schedule for contemplations. So Select Board can suggest that some bodies take
these things up and have a discussion.
Comment: I believe this article is premature and there are other steps that can happen to find out what has been done
or could be done before going to a Moderator Committees. CTOS never sent the report. The heads of various board and
commissions could get together and discuss BFAC recs, look at resources, determine what has already been done, etc. A
Moderator’s report is not the right approach right now.
Comment: I wish the Select Board had seen this and make recommendations. I agree that a Moderator’s Committee to
react to another committee is not the way to go. There are other ways to go and less impactful on others.
Comment: I understand impatience especially when people have worked so hard and grateful for the time and deep
dive. I liked recommendations for collaborative effort. It would be better to have the different organizational bodies to
come together and eliminate silos. This isn’t the best approach but there needs to be an approach to move forward on
BFAC recs.
Comment: Forming another committee to report on another committee’s work and then form another committee and
so on… Score card issues and let us know led by the Select Board.
Comment: Having been on BFAC, in a perfect world someone on SB would be taking ownership and moving this forward.
This effort is an effort to keep this alive. Is a Moderator’s Committee the right function, maybe not, but SB is just letting
this lie there – if the Executive Branch is not moving it forward, keep this in front of people to make progress.
Comment: BFAC came out of an Advisory Committee recommendation.
Comment: Also on BFAC but wanted to have individual committees, commissions to activate recommendations. Don’t
think need to have joint group meeting. Not necessarily a Moderator’s Committee but some mechanism to have
responses to what has been done with recommendations.
Comment: Moderator Committees gather info, have public hearings – why can’t BFAC follow up with individual
committees and commissions that you can’t do alone by contacting various bodies.
Comment: This is like a vehicle stuck in the mud and it turned up a lot of things we need to look at as a Town.
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Petitioner Mike Toffel commented that this is about reporting, decisions made, plans made – a reporting mechanism.
We need deliberations but we just want to know what has or has not been done. This is not just about the Select Board
and neglects that BFAC was more holistic in its approach as to what different committees are doing and can report.
Would love to have Moderator Committee to collect these reports and issue them. These issues require staff input that
support these bodies.
A MOTION was made and seconded for favorable action on Article 36.
By a VOTE of 10-6-8 the Advisory Committee recommends favorable action on Article 36.
9:30 pm
Other Business
For Articles that have been voted, please send final reports to Mike.
There being no other business, a MOTION was made, seconded and by unanimous vote, the meeting adjourned at 10:08
PM.
Documents presented





Human Services Subcommittee Report on WA 6
Planning & Regulation Subcommittee Reports on WA 19 and 20
Planning & Regulation Subcommittee Report on WA 21
Long Range Planning and Policies Subcommittee Report on WA 36

Documents presented may be found here https://www.brooklinema.gov/Calendar.aspx?EID=9864
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VOTES
Vote Tally Sheet - 04/06/2021
# Votes Yes
# Votes No
# Votes Abstain

Attendance
0

Recommend Favorable
action on Artcle 6

Vote Description:
Enter P for Present
Carla Benka
Ben Birnbaum
Harry Bohrs
Cliff Brown
John Doggett
Dennis Doughty
Harry Friedman
David-Marc Goldstein
Neil Gordon
Susan Granoff
Amy Hummel
Alisa Jonas
Janice Kahn
Steve Kanes
Carol Levin
Pam Lodish
Susan Park
David Pollak
Carlos Ridruejo
Lee Selwyn
Kim Smith
Alok Somani
Claire Stampfer
Paul Warren
Christine Westphal
Neil Wishinsky
Chi Chi Wu
Mike Sandman

Vote 1
26
0
0

Enter Y, N or A
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Vote 2
19
4
3

Recommend favorable
action on Article 19
(Marijuana delivery
services)
Enter Y, N or A
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
A
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
A
A
Y
Y

Date:
Vote 3
10
12
5

An AMENDMENT was
made to modify 6 a. to
add with the exception
of Marijuana Couriers
whch shall not exceed a
total gross floor area of
2,500 square feet per
establishment.
Enter Y, N or A
N
N
N
N
N
N
A
A
Y
N
Y
A
Y
Y
N
N
A
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
A

Vote 4
19
4
4

Vote 5
22
2
3

Recommend favorable
action on Articles 20 as
amendmended
(Marijuana delivery
Recommend favorable
services)
action on Article 21
Enter Y, N or A
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
A
A
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
A
A
Y
Y

Enter Y, N or A
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
A
Y
A
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
A
Y
Y
Y

Vote 6
10
6
8

Article 36
Enter Y, N or A
A
Y
Y
A
A
N
Y
N
A
A
A
N
Y
Y
Y
A
N
Y
A
Y
N
Y
N
Y
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Brookline Advisory Committee
Human Services Subcommittee Hearing
WARRANT ARTICLE 6
March 29, 2021
Introduction

The Human Services Subcommittee of the Brookline Advisory Committee held a duly noticed virtual
public hearing on Warrant Article 6 on Monday, March 29, 2021, beginning at 5:15 pm. In attendance
were the Town of Brookline's Chief Assessor Rachid Belhocine and the four Subcommittee members:
Kim Smith (chair, TMM 6), David-Marc Goldstein (TMM 8), Susan Granoff (TMM 7), and Claire Stampfer
(TMM 5).

Summary
Article 6 is an annual Warrant Article to increase state-mandated local property tax
exemptions for certain classes of qualifying individuals. The Subcommittee recommends
FAVORABLE ACTION on WA 6 by a vote of 4-0-0.

Background

This Article would allow the Town to continue its current practice of increasing state-mandated
property tax exemptions for several classes of qualifying taxpayers, including disabled veterans, blind
persons, low-income and low-asset elderly, and low-asset surviving spouses. The Town is required by
state law to give these taxpayers, if eligible, a basic property tax exemption in the amount specified in
Chapter 59, Section 5, of the Massachusetts General Laws and for which the Town is reimbursed by the
state (fully for the elderly exemption and partially for the others). State law provides for a local,
optional, annual increase in the mandated exemptions of up to 100%. The percentage increase must
be uniform across all the exemption classes and is paid out of the Town's tax abatement overlay
reserve account. The proposed increases, which require annual re-authorizations, are recommended by
the Board of Assessors and have been approved each year by Town Meeting since FY1989.

Discussion

During the past seven years, veterans have constituted an average of 54% of the recipients of these
exemptions, the blind 32%, the elderly 10%, and surviving spouses 3%. These percentages do not
reflect the proportional distribution of these demographic groups among Brookline's population (e.g.,
seniors make up over 20% of Brookline's population, veterans and blind persons considerably less).
Note that the exemptions for veterans and blind taxpayers do not have any income or asset cap
requirements, unlike those for the elderly and surviving spouses, which may explain these disparities.
The table below shows, for each category: the number of Brookline taxpayers who received an
exemption in FY21; the basic dollar amount exempted under state law; and the additional exemption
amount proposed in this Warrant Article (which, in all categories, doubles the original basic amount).

Description
Surviving Spouse
Veteran (10% disability)
Veteran (loss of one hand, foot, or eye)
Veteran (loss of two hands, feet, or
eyes)
Veteran (special housing)
Veteran (certain widows of soldiers)
Veteran (100% disability, cannot work)
Blind
Elderly

Basic
Amount
Exempted

Proposed
Amount
Exempted

2
44
0

$175
$400
$750

$350
$800
$1,500

22B

0

$1,250

$2,500

22C
22D
22E
37A
41C

0
0
11
31
11

$1,500
$250
$1,000
$500
$500

$3,000
$500
$2,000
$1,000
$1,000

Ch.59, §5
Clause

FY2021 #
Granted

17D
22
22A

The actual annual costs of these additional exemptions have been steadily decreasing in recent years,
dropping from $62,000 in FY15, when there were 126 Brookline exemption recipients, to approximately
$55,000 in FY19, when the number of recipients was 110. In FY21, the estimated costs of the additional
exemptions are $49,950 and the number of recipients is 99.
The Subcommittee discussed with Chief Assessor Belhocine possible reasons for this falloff. He
suggested that an increase in deaths among veterans during this past year may be a contributing
factor, as well as the increased difficulty in doing outreach programs while following COVID-19 social
distancing requirements, both of which together may explain the decrease in exemptions granted in
FY21. For example, the twice-a-year outreach meetings with seniors usually conducted by the Chief
Assessor at the Senior Center had to be done virtually this year. Similarly, fliers on these exemptions
that are typically found at the Town's public libraries and Senior Center were not accessible to the
public this past year. Currently, the burden is on the taxpayer to find out about available tax assistance
programs and to apply for them each year before the April 1 deadline. One of the Subcommittee
members suggested that the Town send out the one-page summary of all of the Town's property tax
assistance programs that is available on the Town website with the annual town census each January,
to reach out to taxpayers who may not realize that these programs exist or that they qualify for them.
Mr. Belhocine agreed that this was worth pursuing.

Subcommittee Recommendation

The Subcommittee recommends FAVORABLE ACTION on Warrant Article 6 by a vote of 4-0-0.

Brookline Advisory Committee
Planning and Regulation Subcommittee
Report on Warrant Articles 19 and 20
The Planning and Regulation Subcommittee of the Advisory Committee held a public hearing on
March 23, 2021 to review Warrant Articles 19 and 20 of the May 2021 Annual Town Meeting.
Due to current health concerns, the hearing was held via Zoom. In attendance were
Subcommittee members Steve Kanes (chair), Carlos Ridruejo, Lee Selwyn, Neil Wishinsky, and
David Pollak. Presenting on behalf of the Department of Planning and Community
Development, petitioner of Warrant Articles 19 and 20, was Maria Morelli (Senior Planner,
Department of Planning and Community Development). Also present was Monique Baldwin
(Cannabis Licensing & Mitigation Coordinator), John VanScoyoc (Select Board) and members of
the public.
SUMMARY
Warrant Articles 19 and 20 seek to update Town By-Laws to reflect recent changes made by the
Commonwealth’s Cannabis Control Commission which allow two new types of licenses:
Marijuana Delivery Operator and Marijuana Courier. Warrant Article 19 amends the Town’s
General By-Laws, “Marijuana Establishments” while Warrant Article 20 amends the Brookline
Zoning By-Law, to regulate these new use types of activities. It is important to note that, for the
first three years, the Commonwealth is reserving these two types of licenses to social equity
program participants and economic empowerment applicants.
RECOMMENDATION
The Subcommittee is of the view that Warrant Articles 19 and 20 represent a worthy direction
towards quickly fulfilling the Town’s goals on social equity and economic empowerment.
Pending the refinement of some details by the Town staff, the Subcommittee will vote on a
recommendation on April 6, prior to the presentation to the full Advisory Committee.
BACKGROUND
In May 2018 Town Meeting approved Article 8.37 of the Town’s General By-Laws establishing a
local regulatory scheme for recreational (“Adult Use”) marijuana retailers and other forms of
marijuana establishments established by State statute and State regulations promulgated by
the Massachusetts Cannabis Control Commission (“CCC”).
Later in December 2020, the CCC amended its regulations to create two new State license
types: (1) the “Marijuana Delivery Operator” (a marijuana establishment with no storefront
presence that sells and delivers marijuana and marijuana products directly to consumers
utilizing an on-line platform, the so called “Amazon” model), and (2) the “Marijuana Courier”
(which do not sell directly to consumers but partner with marijuana establishments that do so,
and do their deliveries to consumers, the so called “DoorDash” model).
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It is important to note that these new CCC regulations reserve these two license types to
“Economic Empowerment” applicants and “Social Equity Program Participants” at least during
the three (3) year period from when the State’s first Marijuana Delivery Operator may
commence operations.
The new state regulations require minor changes in both the Town’s General By-Laws and the
Brookline Zoning By-Law. It is important to note that the new “licenses” are regulated by the
General By-Laws while the new “Special Permit Uses” are regulated by the Zoning By-Law.
Town staff have developed Warrant Article 19 (Town’s General By-Law) and the accompanying
Warrant Article 20 (Zoning By-Law) proposing changes in order to provide for Select Board
licensing, siting, and local regulation of Marijuana Delivery Operators and Marijuana Couriers.
Cap of Licenses. The proposed caps on the two new license categories are the same as the cap
for the formerly denominated “Delivery Only” Marijuana Retailer (now termed the “Marijuana
Courier”) and other Marijuana Retailers. Because the Town has no experience with either new
use, it was deemed prudent to establish caps at the outset of permitting/licensing these uses
while any community impacts are assessed.
License vs. Special Permit. As with any Marijuana Establishment applicant for a license, the
Select Board issues the license and the Zoning Board of Appeals issues the corresponding
Special Permit. These two new types of marijuana licenses (issued by the Select Board) will have
a corresponding special permit which will undergo site plan review through the Planning
Department, Planning Board and Zoning Board of Appeals processes. This cross-departmental
review determines the Select Board license conditions and eligibility for a new license.
Warrant Article 19 amends Town’s General By-Laws definitions, process and requirements for
the Select Board licensing. Here is a summary of the distinctions between the two new licenses:
§
§
§

Marijuana Courier
So called “DoorDash” delivery model
Max licenses: 20% of liquor licenses [as of this
date: 4 licenses]
No storage of marijuana

§
§
§
§

Marijuana Delivery Operator
So called“Amazon” sales model
Can sell directly to consumers via online platform
Warehouse must be in host community
Max licenses: 20% of liquor licenses [as
of this date: 4 licenses]

This Warrant Article also proposes to delete a provision for licensing of Medical Marijuana
Treatment Centers under an older bylaw (Article 8.34 of the General Bylaws). (since NETA was
the only entity licensed under it and NETA is now fully licensed pursuant to the existing Article
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8.37 instead of under Article 8.34.) Currently, the Town does not permit Social Consumption
Marijuana Retailers. Pursuant to State law, a Town-wide referendum is required.
Warrant Article 20 amends the Zoning By-Law by adding Use 20D to allow the Marijuana
Delivery Operators license. This use is allowed by Special Permit in districts zoned Industrial (I),
and Office (O). To support the CCC’s mission of prioritizing Social Equity and Economic
Empowerment candidates, a maximum limit of 5,000 sf floor area is proposed.
Here is a summary of the distinctions between the new proposed uses:
§
§
§
§
§

Use 20C - Marijuana Courier
So called “DoorDash” delivery model
Would be allowed in L, G, I, and O zoning
districts
May not occupy street level spaces in L and G
districts
No parking required
Max floor area: 5000 sf

Use 20D - Marijuana Delivery Operator
§ So called “Amazon” sales model
§ Would be allowed in I and O zoning
districts
§ Max parking spaces 1.5 per 1000 sf of
GFA. One loading space.
§ Max floor area: 5000 sf

PUBLIC COMMENT
No members of the public commented on the Warrant Articles.
DISCUSSION
Members of the Subcommittee asked several questions on the proposed Warrant Articles.
Ms. Morelli clarified that the warehouse for the Delivery Only license is to be located within the
Town limits in districts zoned Industrial (I), and Office (O) and be limited to a 5,000 gross square
foot area. This was to promote small local business and further the mission of targeting social
equity and economic empowerment, rather than larger national operators. The Courier license
would be located in the General Business Districts (L, G and O) but with no street level
presence, and in Industrial (I) Districts.
A Subcommittee member asked if marijuana delivery is currently allowed in Brookline. Ms.
Morelli clarified that currently, there is a type of delivery allowed, but these Warrant Articles
were meant to align Town regulations with the new CCC rules and to add a delivery use to the
Zoning By-Law Table of Uses. These Warrant Articles do not change anything regarding Social
Consumption Licenses (a cafe which serves cannabis product for consumption) for which the
Commonwealth still has to approve legislation and be subject to a Town-wide referendum.
Delivery Only Operators. The Subcommittee discussed the location of the I and O districts in
Town, which are located mainly along the Route 9 corridor. Ms. Morelli explained that since the
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Delivery Only operators will require a fleet of vehicles (delivery vans with a maximum load
value of $10,000 at any one time), the locations will require access and ample space for such
operations. The proposed amendments require that delivery loading and unloading be located
in an enclosed building. This aspect was extensively discussed by the members of the
Subcommittee. It was unclear why it was required to be in an enclosed building. Security and
screening of operations from the outside were cited as reason for this requirement. It was
noted that currently, Marijuana operators in Town are not required to unload in an enclosed
area. It was also noted that security can be achieved without having to be an enclosed area.
The maximum parking limit would be or 1.5 spaces for every 1,000 gross square feet of area.
Courier Operators. It was clarified that this type of operation is basically an office dispatch
which coordinated all the delivery operations. No cannabis product would be located on these
premises. The courier would pick up the product at one of the existing cannabis sales locations
and deliver it to the customer. If the delivery is not possible, the courier would have to return
the cannabis product to the sales location. The law does not allow the storage of any cannabis
product at the courier operators premises. These locations are not open to the public. These
operators are not required to store their delivery vehicles (vans with two occupants) on site or
within the Town limit. The couriers cannot be services such as Uber or Door Dash. The courier
does not sell directly to consumers.
Social Equity and Economic Empowerment. Ms. Morelli described that these two programs
would prioritize people of color populations that have been disproportionately impacted by the
criminalization of marijuana. She also mentioned that there has been extensive interest by
several parties to have a presence in Brookline. She reiterated that it would be important for
the Town to announce these programs to people of color. She expressed the importance to not
only support the state’s mission but to further promote equity and economic empowerment in
Town. Members of the subcommittee underscored the importance of this mission and
extensively discussed if some of the requirements proposed posed undue burden towards
fulfilling these goals. Another item discussed was how many actual sites at I and O zoning
districts would be adequate to fulfill the requirement of the proposed amendments.
The members of the Subcommittee agreed to continue the hearing to allow for further
refinement by Town staff of the requirements for loading, parking and storage of vehicle,
enclosed or not enclosed, for Delivery Only Operators. Mr. Ridruejo and Mr. Wishinsky were
charged by the Subcommittee to have subsequent discussions with Ms. Morelli regarding the
refinement of the forementioned requirements.
After further consultation with the Building Commissioner, the Director of Economic
Development, the Police Department, Town Counsel and the Cannabis Licensing and Mitigation
Coordinator, Ms. Morelli has suggested to make the following amendments to Warrant Article
20.
The first amendment is regarding loading requirement (Section 4.13.4.7):
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Section 4.13.4.7
7. The Parking and Loading Requirements for Marijuana Delivery Operators shall be as
follows:
a. All loading, parking, and storage of commercial vehicles shall be
within an enclosed building.
b. Delivery and loading of Finished Marijuana Products, Marijuana
Accessories and Marijuana Establishment Branded Goods shall
occur with an enclosed building.
c. a.The maximum parking limit shall be I.5 spaces per for every I000
square feet of gross floor area.
b. A minimum of one loading space sufficient in size to park and load
any vehicle used for delivery shall be required and shall be used
solely to meet the loading and delivery needs associated with the
use on the site.
The second amendment is regarding the special permit criteria and the Board of the Appeals
(Section 4.13.6.B.1).
Section 4.13.6.B.1
B. Special permit criteria: The Board of Appeals shall not approve any application for a
special permit unless it finds that in its judgment all of the following conditions are met:
1. Issuance of the special permit would not contravene the cap on the number of
special permits that may be granted (see subsection 4-3, Cap on the Number of
Special Permits for Storefront Marijuana Retailers, Marijuana Couriers, Marijuana
Delivery Operators of this section) and any applicable density restrictions (see
subsection 4 5, Additional Location Requirements for Marijuana Establishments,
General Requirements for Marijuana Establishments, of this section). Issuance of a
special permit must also comply with applicable State and local laws.
The committee will vote on a recommendation at their meeting on April 6, pending these
subsequent amendments by Ms. Morelli.
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ARTICLE 19
Petitioner: Planning Department
To see if the Town will amend Article 8.37 of the Town’s General By-Laws, “Marijuana
Establishments”, as follows (additions are in bold, underlined text, and deletions are in bold,
stricken text):
ARTICLE 8.37
Section 8.37.1

MARIJUANA ESTABLISHMENTS

PURPOSE

The intent of this section is to permit Marijuana Establishments to operate pursuant to local
requirements to ensure safe and appropriate implementation of Chapter 334 of the Acts of 2016
(Question #4 on the November 8, 2016 ballot), legalizing recreational Marijuana, within the
community.
If any provisions of this section shall be held to be invalid, those provisions shall be severable and
the remaining sections shall be valid.
Section 8.37.2

DEFINITIONS

See also Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 94G, Section 1, Chapter 94I, Section 1, and the
regulations promulgated thereunder, as they may be amended. In the event of a conflict between
the following definitions and those contained in the foregoing State laws and regulations, the
definitions contained in the foregoing State laws and regulations shall govern.
a. Cannabis Control Commission — the Massachusetts Cannabis Control Commission.
b. Craft Marijuana Cooperative —a Marijuana Cultivator comprised of residents
of the Commonwealth and organized as a limited liability company, limited
liability partnership, or cooperative corporation under the laws of the
Commonwealth. A cooperative is licensed to cultivate, obtain, Manufacture,
Process, package, brand and Transfer Marijuana or Marijuana Products to
Marijuana Establishments, but not to Consumers.
c. Finished Marijuana Products –usable Marijuana, Cannabis resin or Cannabis
concentrate that is completely manufactured and ready for retail sale and shall
include Finished Marijuana that has been separated into individual packages or
containers for sale.
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d. Hemp — the plant of the genus Cannabis or any part of the plant, whether growing or
not, with a delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol concentration that does not exceed 0.3 per cent
on a dry weight basis of any part of the plant of the genus Cannabis, or per volume or
weight of Marijuana Product, or the combined per cent of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol
and tetrahydrocannabinolic acid in any part of the plant of the genus Cannabis
regardless of moisture content.
e. Manufacture — to compound, blend, extract, infuse or otherwise make or prepare a
Marijuana Product.
f. Marijuana — all parts of any plant of the genus Cannabis, not excepted below and
whether growing or not; the seeds thereof; and resin extracted from any part of the
plant; and every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture or preparation of the
plant, its seeds or resin including tetrahydrocannabinol as defined in section 1 of
chapter 94C; provided, however, that “Marijuana” shall not include (1) the mature
stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the stalks, oil, or cake made from the seeds of
the plant, any other compound, manufacture, salt derivative, mixture or preparation of
the mature stalks, fiber, oil or cake made from the seeds of the plant or the sterilized
seed of the plant that is incapable of germination; (2) Hemp; or (3) the weight of any
other ingredient combined with Marijuana to prepare topical or oral administrations,
food, drink or other products. Marijuana also includes Marijuana Products except
where the context clearly indicates otherwise.
g. Marijuana Accessories –equipment, products, devices or materials of any kind
that are intended or designed for use in planting, propagating, cultivating,
growing, harvesting, manufacturing, compounding, converting, producing,
processing, preparing, testing, analyzing, packaging, repackaging, storing,
containing, ingesting, inhaling or otherwise introducing Marijuana into the
human body.
h. Marijuana Courier - an entity licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control
Commission to deliver Marijuana Products, Marijuana Accessories and
Marijuana Establishment Branded Goods directly to consumers from a
Marijuana Retailer, or directly to registered qualifying patients or caregivers
from an Medical Marijuana Treatment Center, but is not authorized to sell
Marijuana or Marijuana Products directly to consumers, registered qualifying
patients or caregivers and is not authorized to wholesale, Marijuana Warehouse,
process, repackage, or White Label.
i. Marijuana Cultivator — an entity licensed by the Cannabis Control Commission to
cultivate, process, and package Marijuana, to deliver Marijuana to Marijuana
Establishments and to transfer Marijuana to other Marijuana Establishments, but not to
consumers.
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j. Marijuana Delivery Only Marijuana RetailerOperator — an entity licensed by the
Massachusetts Cannabis Control Commission to purchase at wholesale and
Marijuana Warehouse Finished Marijuana Products and White Label, sell and
deliver Finished Marijuana Products, Marijuana Accessories and Marijuana
Establishment Branded Goods directly to consumers, but is not authorized to
repackage Marijuana or Marijuana Products or operate a storefront under this
license. For Marijuana Delivery Operators, the location of the Marijuana
Warehouse shall be the Licensee’s principle place of business within the Town. a
Marijuana Retailer that does not provide a retail location accessible to the public,
but is authorized to deliver directly from a Marijuana Cultivator facility, Craft
Marijuana Cultivator Cooperative facility, Marijuana Product Manufacturer
facility, or Marijuana Microbusiness.
k. Marijuana Establishment — a Marijuana Retailer, Marijuana Product Manufacturer,
Marijuana Cultivator, Marijuana Independent Testing Laboratory, or any other type of
Cannabis Control Commission-licensed Marijuana-related business or entity.
l. Marijuana Establishment Agent — any owner, employee, executive, or volunteer of
a Marijuana Establishment, who shall be 21 years of age or older. Employee
includes a consultant or contractor who provides on-site services to a Marijuana
Establishment related to the cultivation, harvesting, preparation, packaging,
storage, testing, or dispensing of Marijuana. a board member, director, employee,
executive, manager, or volunteer of a Marijuana Establishment, who is 21 years
of age or older. Employee includes a consultant who provides on-site services to
a Marijuana Establishment related to the cultivation, harvesting, preparation,
packaging, storage, testing, or dispensing of Marijuana
m. Marijuana Establishment Branded Goods — a merchandise item offered for sale
by a Marijuana Establishment, and identifiable as being of a particular
Marijuana Establishment, distinct from those of other entities, by having the
Marijuana Establishment’s brand name. A Marijuana Establishment Branded
Good does not include Marijuana, Marijuana Products, or Marijuana
Accessories. It may include apparel, water bottles or other similar non-edible
merchandise.
n. Marijuana Independent Testing Laboratory — an entity licensed or registered by the
Massachusetts Cannabis Control Commission that is (i) accredited to the most
current International Organization for Standardization 17025 by a third-party
accrediting body that is a signatory to the International Laboratory Accreditation
Accrediting Cooperation Mutual Recognition Arrangement or that is otherwise
approved by the Cannabis Control Commission; (ii) independent financially from
any Medical Marijuana Treatment Center or any Cannabis Control Commission
licensee or Marijuana Establishment of which it conducts a test; and (iii) qualified
to test Marijuana in compliance with 935 CMR 500.160 and M.G.L. c. 94C, § 34.
This definition includes the foregoing uses described in this definition when
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conducted by other types of Marijuana Establishments. qualified to test
Marijuana and Marijuana Products in conformity with State law.
m. Marijuana Products — Marijuana and its products, unless otherwise indicated.
Marijuana Products includes products that have been manufactured and contain
cannabis, marijuana, or an extract from cannabis or marijuana, including
concentrated forms of Marijuana and products composed of Marijuana and other
ingredients that are intended for use or consumption, including edibles,
beverages, topical products, ointments, oils and tinctures. Marijuana Products
include Marijuana-infused Products (MIPs).
products that have been
manufactured and contain Marijuana or an extract from Marijuana, including
concentrated forms of Marijuana and products composed of Marijuana and other
ingredients that are intended for use or consumption, including edible products,
beverages, topical products, ointments, oils and tinctures.
n. Marijuana Product Manufacturer — an entity licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis
Control Commission to obtain, manufacture, process and package Marijuana and
Marijuana Products, to deliver Marijuana and Marijuana Products to Marijuana
Establishments and to transfer Marijuana and Marijuana Products to other Marijuana
Establishments, but not to consumers.
o. Marijuana Research Facility – an academic institution, nonprofit corporation or
domestic corporation or entity licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control
Commission to conduct research.
p. Marijuana Retailer — an entity licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control
Commission to purchase, and deliver Marijuana and Marijuana Products from
Marijuana Establishments and to deliver, sell or otherwise transfer Marijuana
and Marijuana Products to Marijuana Establishments and to consumers. This
definition includes the foregoing uses described in this definition when
conducted by other types of Marijuana Establishments. repackage, White
Label, and transport Marijuana or Marijuana Product from Marijuana
Establishments and to transfer or otherwise transfer this product to Marijuana
Establishments and to sell to Consumers.
q. Marijuana Transporter – An entity, not otherwise licensed by the Massachusetts
Cannabis Control Commission, that is licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis
Control Commission to possess Marijuana Products solely for the purpose of
transporting, temporary storage, sale and distribution to Marijuana
Establishments or Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers, but not to consumers.
r. Marijuana Warehouse – Marijuana Warehouse means an indoor structure or a
portion of the structure on the licensed Premises used by a Marijuana Establishment
for the onsite storage of Marijuana and Marijuana Products in compliance with the
regulatory requirements of 935 CMR 500.000 including the requirements for
9
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security, storage and disposal. For Marijuana Delivery Operators, the location of the
Marijuana Warehouse shall be the Licensee’s principle place of business within the
Town.

s. Marijuana Warehousing – Marijuana Warehousing means the onsite storage of
Marijuana and Marijuana Products that have been purchased at wholesale for
eventual resale.
t. Medical Marijuana Treatment Center— an entity licensed by the Massachusetts
Cannabis Control Commission that acquires, cultivates, possesses, processes
(including development of related products such as edibles, Marijuana-infused
products, tinctures, aerosols, oils, or ointments), repackages, transfers, transports,
sells, distributes, dispenses, or administers Marijuana, products containing Marijuana,
related supplies, or educational materials to registered qualifying patients or their
personal caregivers for medical use.
u. Mixed Use Social Consumption Marijuana Retailer — a Marijuana Retailer that is in
possession of a Select BoardCannabis Control Commission Mixed Use Social
Consumption Marijuana Retailer license (as may be further provided by 935 CMR,
any commercial enterprise for which 50% or less of average monthly revenue shall be
derived from the sale of marijuana products to be consumed on the premises).
v. Primary Use Social Consumption Marijuana Retailer — a Marijuana Retailer that is in
possession of a Select BoardCannabis Control Commission Primary Use Social
Consumption Marijuana Retailer license (as may be further provided by935 CMR,
any commercial enterprise for which 51% or more of average monthly revenue shall
be derived from the sale of marijuana products to be consumed on the premises).
w. Social Consumption Marijuana Retailer — a Marijuana Retailer licensed by the
Cannabis Control Commission to purchase Marijuana and Marijuana Products
from Marijuana Establishments and to sell Marijuana and Marijuana Products on its
premises only to consumers or allow consumers to consume Marijuana and Marijuana
Products and allow consumers to consumer Marijuana or Marijuana Products
solely on its premises only.
x. Standards Laboratory – a laboratory meeting the requirements of the
Independent Testing laboratory that is licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis
Control Commission as a Standards Laboratory to ensure consistent and
compliant testing by the Independent Testing Laboratories.
y. Storefront Marijuana Retailer — a Marijuana Retailer providing a retail location
accessible to consumers 21 years of age or older or in possession of a registration card
demonstrating that the individual is a registered qualifying patient with the
Massachusetts Medical Use of Marijuana Program.
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z. White Labeling – White Labeling means to affix a product label that includes the
branding, including the name and logo, of a specific Marijuana Establishment
Licensee to a Finished Marijuana Product that was previously produced and
packaged by a licensed Product Manufacturer, Cultivator, Microbusiness or Craft
Marijuana Cooperative for sale to Consumers.
Section 8.37.3

MEDICAL MARIJUANA TREATMENT CENTERS

Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers licensed prior to July 1, 2017 may be licensed
pursuant to Section 8.37. 6 below or under Article 8.34 of the General By-Laws, as the Select
Board may determine in conformity with applicable State and local laws.
Section 8.37.34

CAPS ON THE NUMBER OF SELECT BOARD LICENSES FOR
MARIJUANA RETAILERS

The Select Board shall not issue more Marijuana Establishment licenses in each of the following
categories of Marijuana Establishment licenses than the number that is 20% of the number of liquor
licenses for off-premises alcohol consumption that have been issued by the Select Board pursuant
to M.G.L. c. 138, § 15, as rounded up to the nearest whole number in the event the number is a
fraction: a) Storefront Marijuana Retailers, b) Marijuana Delivery OperatorsDelivery-Only
Marijuana Retailers; and c) Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers, and d) Marijuana
Couriers.
Section 8.37.45

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR MARIJUANA
ESTABLISHMENTS

Marijuana Establishments shall comply with the following requirements:
A. General
1. Marijuana Establishments shall comply with applicable State and local laws,
regulations, by-laws, codes, conditions and agreements with the Town, including, but
not limited to, M.G.L. c. 94G, M.G.L. c. 94I, 935 CMR 500, the Town of Brookline’s
General By-Laws, the Town of Brookline’s Zoning By-Laws, all applicable Town
building, fire prevention, police, and health codes, regulations and standards, any
conditions imposed on licenses and permits held by the Marijuana Establishment
(including, but not limited to, the Town’s Zoning Board of Appeals special permit).
2. Marijuana Establishments shall execute and maintain a Host Community Agreement
with the Town which shall include the conditions for having the Marijuana
Establishment within the Town in conformity with applicable law.
3. Marijuana Establishments shall maintain all permits and licenses required by State and
local laws, including, but not limited to, a valid, current license in good standing from
the Cannabis Control Commission.
Any voiding of the Cannabis Control
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Commission’s license by operation of law (including due to cessation of operations,
failure to become operational within the permitted time, or relocation without Cannabis
Control Commission approval), and any revocation or suspension of the Marijuana
Establishment’s Cannabis Control Commission license, shall result in an automatic
suspension of the Select Board license pending hearing or the opportunity therefore
afforded to the Marijuana Establishment.
4. All taxes and charges owed to the Town must be paid on a current basis. The Town
may place a lien on the property of any person who has an outstanding balance due the
Town from any fee, charge or tax, which balance is at least six (6) months past due.
5. Any Marijuana Establishment licensee wishing to close a place of business or cease
operations , whether on a temporary or permanent basis, may do so only if permitted
by State law and must submit to the Select Board a written request for the Select
Board’s permission to do so, stating the reason for and length of such closing or
inactivity. Failure to provide such notice and to obtain such permission may, after
hearing or reasonable opportunity therefor, result in cancelation of the license.
B. Operational Requirements
1. All Marijuana Establishments’ licensed operations shall be conducted within a building
or fixed structure.
2. No Marijuana Establishment shall allow cultivation, processing, manufacture, sale or
display of Marijuana or Marijuana Products to be visible from a public place without
the use of binoculars, aircraft or other optical aids.
3. Marijuana Establishments may cultivate, process, test, store and manufacture
Marijuana or Marijuana Products only within an area that is enclosed and secured in a
manner that prevents access by persons not permitted by the Marijuana Establishment
to access the area.
4. No Marijuana Establishment shall allow any person under 21 years of age to volunteer
or work for the Marijuana Establishment.
5. The hours of operation of Marijuana Establishments shall be set by the Select Board.
The licensee shall not change its hours of operation without Board approval.
6. Marijuana Establishments shall ensure that their hours and methods of transportation
of product shall not be a detriment to the surrounding area and nearby uses.

7. Marijuana Establishments shall not permit any disorder, disturbance, or illegality under
State or local law of any kind on the premises.
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8. Marijuana Establishment operations shall not result in illegal redistribution under State
or local law of Marijuana obtained from the Marijuana Establishment, or in use of
Marijuana in any manner that violates State or local law.
9. Marijuana Establishment operations shall not create nuisance conditions in parking
areas, sidewalks, streets and areas surrounding its premises and adjacent properties.
“Nuisance” includes, but is not limited to, disturbances of the peace, open public
consumption of Marijuana, excessive pedestrian or vehicular traffic, odors emanating
from the Marijuana Establishment’s premises, electrical lighting, illegal drug activity
under State or local law, harassment of passersby, excessive littering, excessive
loitering, illegal parking, excessive loud noises, excessive citation for violations of
State traffic laws and regulations and/or Transportation Department Rules and
Regulations, queuing of patrons (vehicular or pedestrian) in or other obstructions of the
public way (sidewalks and streets), collisions between vehicles, bicyclists, and
pedestrians, lewd conduct or police detentions and arrests.
10. Marijuana Establishments shall equip the premises and otherwise conduct their
operations in such a manner that (a) no pesticides or other chemicals or products are
dispersed into the outside atmosphere, and (b) no odor of Marijuana or its processing
can be detected by a person with an unimpaired and otherwise normal sense of smell
at the exterior of the facility or at any adjoining use or property.
11. A Marijuana Establishment shall be required to remove all Marijuana and Marijuana
Products by the earlier of:
a) prior to surrendering its State-issued license; or
b) within six (6) months of ceasing operations.
12. Marijuana Establishments shall comply with 527 CMR and with Chapter 38 of the
NFPA 1 (2018), as they may be amended, and as applicable.
13. Marijuana Retailers and Marijuana Delivery Operators are required to engage in
patron age verification using legally-acceptable proof of age as may be further specified
by the Select Board license.
14. Marijuana Retailers and Marijuana Delivery Operators shall not sell or offer for sale
Marijuana or Marijuana Products in a quantity that exceeds the limits established by
935 CMR 500.
15. Marijuana Establishments shall not supply Marijuana or Marijuana Products free of
charge or in connection with a commercial or promotional endeavor within the Town
of Brookline. Such endeavors include, but are not limited to, product “giveaways”, or
distribution of Marijuana or Marijuana Products as an incentive, prize or bonus in a
game, contest or tournament involving skill or chance.
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16. Marijuana Retailers are prohibited from use of on-site self-service displays. Selfservice displays are defined to mean displays from which customers may select
Marijuana or Marijuana Products without assistance from an employee or store
personnel, and include vending machines.
17. Consumption of Marijuana in the interior or exterior of the premises is not permitted
except as follows. Duly-licensed Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers may permit
on-premises consumption of Marijuana and Marijuana Products which they are
licensed to sell to customers purchasing their products who are aged 21 years and older
in the event that on-premises consumption is approved by the Town pursuant to and in
the manner provided by M.G.L. c. 94G, § 3(b). In the event that on-premises
consumption is approved by the Town in such manner, Social Consumption Marijuana
Retailers must abide by all State and local requirements for Marijuana Establishments.
Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers shall comply with all legal requirements
pertaining to verification that a patron is at least 21 years of age utilizing acceptable
forms of proof of age, including any proof-of-age verification requirements established
by the Select Board in connection with the local licensing of Marijuana Establishments.
In no event shall Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers permit the smoking of
Marijuana or Marijuana Products on the premises. Smoking is defined to mean the
lighting of, or having in one’s possession any lighted cigarette, cigar, pipe or other
product designed to be combusted and inhaled. The activation of or inhalation of vapor
from an e-cigarette or other similar device shall be considered smoking.
C. Security-Specific Requirements
1. Marijuana Establishments shall maintain compliance with any Town Police
Department-approved security and public safety plan as the Police Department may
require, which plan may include measures relating to alarms, fencing, gates, limited
access areas, delivery procedures, police details, specification of video and lighting
locations, notifications to the Police Department in the event of any known or suspected
violation of criminal law that has taken place on or near the location of the
establishment (related or unrelated to the business or the establishments), providing
access to and transfer of video footage from the establishment’s video surveillance
system to the Police Department when the Police Department so requests (which
request may be made when the Police Department has a reason to believe that such
footage may be of assistance in an ongoing investigation related or non-related to the
business of the establishment), a requirement to connect an alarm system to a third
party monitoring system and to notify the Town’s Chief of Police about said third party
monitoring system, and any other notifications and security-related measures as may
be required by the Police Department and the Select Board.
2. Marijuana Establishments shall secure every entrance to the Marijuana Establishment
so that access to areas containing Marijuana is restricted to employees and others
permitted by the Marijuana Establishment to access the area and to agents of the
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Cannabis Control Commission or state and local law enforcement officers and
emergency personnel.
3. Marijuana Establishments shall secure their inventory and equipment during and after
operating hours to deter and prevent theft of Marijuana, Marijuana Products and
Marijuana Accessories.
4. Marijuana Establishments shall file an emergency response plan with the Town’s Fire,
Police and Health Departments and share with these Departments their security plan
and procedures and any updates to them in the event they are modified.
D. Access to Premises and Information/Reporting/Record-Keeping
1. Marijuana Establishments shall consent to unannounced, unscheduled, periodic
inspections of its premises by the Select Board and agents of the Select Board from the
Building, Health, Police and Fire Departments (which, when conducted by the Police
Department, shall be by a sworn police officer holding the rank of Sergeant or higher)
on week-days during normal business hours to determine the Marijuana
Establishment’s compliance with the requirements of applicable state and local laws,
regulations, codes, license and permit conditions, and this section. In addition, routine
inspections may be made on week-days during regular Town business hours by
authorized inspectional departments to determine compliance with applicable state and
local laws, regulations, codes and license and permit conditions. Inspections by the
authorized inspectional departments may be made at other times to investigate
complaints or suspected non-compliance issues. Inspections may include all areas
occupied, used or controlled by the Marijuana Establishment. Facilities requiring reinspection are subject to applicable re-inspection fees. Inspections shall be conducted
in conformity with applicable federal, state and local law.
2. Marijuana Establishments shall cooperate and comply with requests for
information made by the Select Board and its agents from the Planning,
Building, Health, Police, Fire and Public Works Departments.
3. Within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of notice of it, a Marijuana
Establishment shall file with the Town Administrator, Director of Public
Health and the Building Commissioner any summary cease and desist order,
cease and desist order, quarantine order, suspension order, revocation order,
order limiting sales, deficiency statement, plan of correction, notice of a
hearing, notice of any other administrative process or legal action, denial of a
license, denial of a renewal of a license, or final action issued by a state or
federal agency (including, but not limited to, the Cannabis Control
Commission and Massachusetts Department of Public Health (DPH))
regarding the Marijuana Establishment, the Cannabis Control Commission
license, or the DPH Certificate of Registration.
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Section 8.37.56

MARIJUANA ESTABLISHMENT SELECT BOARD LICENSE

a. No person shall operate a Marijuana Establishment or sell Marijuana within the Town
unless licensed to do so by the Select Board. Unless the Select Board license states a
different duration, a Marijuana Establishment license shall be valid for a term of one year
from the first day of January. Each day of operation without a Select Board license shall
constitute a separate violation.
b. A Select Board license shall be subject to the Marijuana Establishment’s compliance with
this Article 8.37 and with any conditions placed on the Marijuana Establishment’s
license. An applicant’s or licensee’s violation of this Article 8.37 and applicable State
and local law shall be good cause for and may result in the Select Board’s denial of an
application or sanction of a license to the extent permitted by law, including, but not
limited to, the imposition of additional conditions on a license, a reduction or
modification of the licensee’s approved hours of operations, or a suspension, nonrenewal, revocation, forfeiture, or cancellation of a license. No sanction shall be made
except after notice and opportunity for hearing.
c. The Select Board may issue regulations for the implementation of this By-Law.
d. The Select Board shall specify the process and forms to be used by applicants for new
and renewed licenses.
e. All license applications must contain complete and truthful information. Submission of
an application containing material false information may be cause for refusing the
application or for suspending, canceling or revoking a license already granted. No
application will be accepted for filing by the Select Board until it is fully complete.
Annual license fees shall be payable immediately upon approval of the license by the
Select Board. License fees shall not be prorated and are not refundable. Application and
license fees shall be in an amount established by the Select Board pursuant to M.G.L. c.
40, § 22F.
f. No Select Board licensee may transfer a license to another person or entity, or transfer the
license or operations to another location, without Select Board approval. A Select Board
licensee must obtain Select Board approval for a change to or addition of Board Member,
Executive, Director and/or Managers, as may be determined by the Select Board. Any
transfer shall be subject to the terms and conditions of the original license, unless
otherwise stipulated by the Board.
g. A Select Board licensee must apply for and obtain the approval of the Select Board or its
designee prior to making any structural change to the premises.
h. The Select Board licensee shall display its license on the premises in a conspicuous place
where it can be easily read.
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i. The Select Board or its designee may inspect a Marijuana Establishment and affiliated
vehicles prior to the issuance of a Marijuana Establishment license or renewal of a
license.
j. All areas of a Marijuana Establishment may be subject to inspection consistent with
applicable law.
k. The Select Board may, to the extent permitted under applicable law, consider whether an
applicant for a license is a suitable and responsible license candidate and other aspects of
the application as may be necessary to implement the purposes of this By-Law. An
applicant’s non-compliance with applicable Massachusetts laws and regulations
(including 935 CMR 500), Town by-laws (including this Article and applicable sections
of the Town’s Zoning By-Law), Town regulations and codes, and any conditions on a
license may be cause for denial of an application for a new or renewed Marijuana
Establishment license.
Section 8.37.68

FINES

Any person violating this By-Law shall be fined in the amount of $100 for each violation. Each
day of a continuing violation shall count as a separate violation.
Section 8.37.78

IMPLEMENTATION

This By-Law shall not be implemented in a manner that conflicts or interferes with the
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 94G or Chapter 94I, or with the regulations promulgated
thereunder, including 935 CMR 500.
or act on anything relative thereto.
ARTICLE 20
Submitted by: Department of Planning and Community Development
To see if the Town will amend the Brookline Zoning By-law as follows:
By amending §2.13, “M” Definitions, as follows (additions are denoted in bold, italicized text,
deletions are denoted in stricken text):
1. MARIJUANA — As defined or amended by State regulations, all parts of any plant of the
genus Cannabis, not excepted below and whether growing or not; the seeds thereof; and
resin extracted from any part of the plant; and every compound, manufacture, salt,
derivative, mixture or preparation of the plant, its seeds or resin including
tetrahydrocannabinol as defined in section 1 of chapter 94C; provided, however, that
“Marijuana” shall not include (1) the mature stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the
stalks, oil, or cake made from the seeds of the plant, any other compound, manufacture,
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salt derivative, mixture or preparation of the mature stalks, fiber, oil or cake made from the
seeds of the plant or the sterilized seed of the plant that is incapable of germination; (2)
hemp; or (3) the weight of any other ingredient combined with Marijuana to prepare topical
or oral administrations, food, drink or other products. Marijuana also includes Marijuana
Products except where the context clearly indicates otherwise.
a. Marijuana, Hemp — As defined or amended by State regulations, the plant of the
genus Cannabis or any part of the plant, whether growing or not, with a delta-9tetrahydrocannabinol concentration that does not exceed 0.3 per cent on a dry
weight basis of any part of the plant of the genus Cannabis, or per volume or weight
of Marijuana product, or the combined per cent of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and
tetrahydrocannabinolic acid in any part of the plant of the genus Cannabis
regardless of moisture content.
2. MARIJUANA ACCESSORIES – As defined or amended by State regulations,
equipment, products, devices or materials of any kind that are intended or designed for
use in planting, propagating, cultivating, growing, harvesting, manufacturing,
compounding, converting, producing, processing, preparing, testing, analyzing,
packaging, repackaging, storing, containing, ingesting, inhaling or otherwise
introducing Marijuana into the human body.
3. MARIJUANA ESTABLISHMENT – As defined or amended by State regulations, a
Marijuana Retailer, Marijuana Product Manufacturer, Marijuana Cultivator, Independent
Testing Laboratory, or any other type of Marijuana-related business that has been duly
licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control Commission or relevant State agency.
a. Marijuana Establishment, MarijuanaCourier – As defined or amended by State
regulations, an entity licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control
Commission to deliver Marijuana Products, Marijuana Accessories and
Marijuana Establishment Branded Goods directly to consumers from a
Marijuana Retailer, or directly to registered qualifying patients or caregivers
from an Medical Marijuana Treatment Center, but is not authorized to sell
Marijuana or Marijuana Products directly to consumers, registered qualifying
patients or caregivers and is not authorized to wholesale, Warehouse, process,
repackage, or White Label. This definition includes the foregoing uses described
in this definition when conducted by other types of Marijuana Establishments.
b. Marijuana Establishment, Craft Marijuana Cultivator Cooperative — As defined or
amended by State regulations, a Marijuana Cultivator comprised of residents of
Massachusetts organized as a limited liability company or limited liability
partnership under Massachusetts law, or an appropriate business structure as
determined by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control Commission, and that is
licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control Commission to cultivate, obtain,
manufacture, process, package, and brand and transfer Marijuana orand Marijuana
Products to deliver Marijuana to Marijuana Establishments but not to consumers.
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This definition includes the foregoing uses described in this definition when
conducted by other types of Marijuana Establishments.
c. Marijuana Establishment, Marijuana Cultivator – As defined or amended by State
regulations, an entity licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control Commission
to cultivate, process, and package Marijuana, to deliver Marijuana to Marijuana
Establishments and to transfer Marijuana to other Marijuana Establishments, but
not to consumers. This definition includes the foregoing uses described in this
definition when conducted by other types of Marijuana Establishments.
d. Marijuana Establishment, Marijuana Delivery Operator -Only Marijuana Retailer
— As defined or amended by State regulations, an entity licensed by the
Massachusetts Cannabis Control Commission to purchase at wholesale and
Warehouse Finished Marijuana Products and White Label, sell and deliver
Finished Marijuana Products, Marijuana Accessories and Marijuana
Establishment Branded Goods directly to consumers, but is not authorized to
repackage Marijuana or Marijuana Products or operate a storefront under this
license. For Delivery Operators, the location of the Warehouse shall be the
Licensee’s principle place of business within the Town. as a Marijuana Retailer that
does not provide a retail location accessible to the public, but is authorized to
deliver directly from a Marijuana Cultivator facility, Craft Marijuana Cultivator
Cooperative facility, Marijuana Product Manufacturer facility, or Micro-Business..
This definition includes the foregoing uses described in this definition when
conducted by other types of Marijuana Establishments.
e. Marijuana Establishment, Marijuana Independent Testing Laboratory — As
defined or amended by State regulations, an entity licensed or registered by the
Massachusetts Cannabis Control Commission that is (i) accredited to the most
current International Organization for Standardization 17025 by a third-party
accrediting body that is a signatory to the International Laboratory Accreditation
Accrediting Cooperation Mutual Recognition Arrangement or that is otherwise
approved by the Cannabis Control Commission; (ii) independent financially from
any Medical Marijuana Treatment Center or any Cannabis Control Commission
licensee or Marijuana Establishment of which it conducts a test; and (iii) qualified
to test Marijuana in compliance with 935 CMR 500.160 and M.G.L. c. 94C, § 34.
This definition includes the foregoing uses described in this definition when
conducted by other types of Marijuana Establishments. qualified to test Marijuana
and Marijuana Products in conformity with State law. This definition includes
the foregoing uses described in this definition when conducted by other types of
Marijuana Establishments.
f. Marijuana Establishment, Marijuana Micro-Business — As defined or amended by
State regulations, an entity licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control
Commission to operate as a act as a co-located licensed Marijuana Cultivator in an
area less than 5,000 square feet, a licensed Marijuana Product Manufacturer, and a
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licensed Marijuana Delivery Service, in compliance with operating procedures for
each such license and siting requirements for each type of licensee. Tier 1
Marijuana Cultivator or Marijuana Product Manufacturer or both, and, if in receipt
of a Delivery Endorsement issued by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control
Commission, to deliver Marijuana or Marijuana Products produced at the licensed
location directly to consumers in compliance with established regulatory
requirements for retail sale as it relates to delivery. This definition includes the
foregoing uses described in this definition when conducted by other types of
Marijuana Establishments.
g. Marijuana Establishment, Marijuana Product Manufacturer — As defined or
amended by State regulations, an entity licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis
Control Commission to obtain, manufacture, process and package Marijuana and
Marijuana Products, to deliver Marijuana and Marijuana Products to Marijuana
Establishments and to transfer Marijuana and Marijuana Products to other
Marijuana Establishments, but not to consumers obtain, manufacture, process
and package Marijuana or Marijuana Products and to transfer these products
to other Marijuana Establishments, but not to Consumers. This definition
includes the foregoing uses described in this definition when conducted by other
types of Marijuana Establishments.
h. Marijuana Establishment, Marijuana Research Facility — As defined or amended
by State regulations, an academic institution, nonprofit corporation or domestic
corporation or entity licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control
Commission to conduct research entity licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis
Control Commission to engage in research projects, including cultivation,
purchase or acquisition otherwise of Marijuana for the purpose of conducting
research regarding Marijuana and Marijuana Products or any analogous uses. A
Marijuana Research Facility may be academic institutions, non-profit
corporations and domestic corporations or entities authorized to do business in
Massachusetts. A Marijuana Research Facility may hold a Cannabis Control
Commission Marijuana Retailer License to sell Marijuana and Marijuana
Products other than Marijuana cultivated under its research license. . This
definition includes the foregoing uses described in this definition when conducted
by other types of Marijuana Establishments.
i. Marijuana Establishment, Marijuana Retailer — As defined or amended by State
regulations, an entity licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control
Commission to purchase, and deliver Marijuana and Marijuana Products from
Marijuana Establishments and to deliver, sell or otherwise transfer Marijuana and
Marijuana Products to Marijuana Establishments and to consumers. This
definition includes the foregoing uses described in this definition when conducted
by other types of Marijuana Establishments. repackage, White Label, and
transport Marijuana or Marijuana Product from Marijuana Establishments
and to transfer or otherwise transfer this product to Marijuana Establishments
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and to sell to Consumers. This definition includes the foregoing uses described
in this definition when conducted by other types of Marijuana Establishments.
j. Marijuana Establishment, Social Consumption Marijuana Retailer — As defined or
amended by State regulations and the Town’s General Bylaws, a Marijuana
Retailer licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control Commission to sell
Marijuana or Marijuana Products and allow consumers to consume Marijuana
or Marijuana Products solely on its premises. This definition includes the
foregoing uses described in this definition when conducted by other types of
Marijuana Establishments.to purchase Marijuana and Marijuana Products from
Marijuana Establishments and to sell Marijuana and Marijuana Products on its
premises only to consumers or allow consumers to consume Marijuana and
Marijuana Products on its premises only.
k. Marijuana Establishment, Marijuana Transporter — As defined or amended by
State regulations, an entity, not otherwise licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis
Control Commission, that is licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control
Commission to purchase, obtain and possess Marijuana and Marijuana Products
solely for the purpose of transporting, temporary storage, sale and distribution to
Marijuana Establishments, not for sale to consumers. This definition includes the
foregoing uses described in this definition when conducted by Marijuana
Establishments.possess Marijuana Products solely for the purpose of
transporting, temporary storage, sale and distribution to Marijuana
Establishments or Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers, but not to
consumers. This definition includes the foregoing uses described in this
definition when conducted by other types of Marijuana Establishments.
l. Marijuana Establishment, Medical Marijuana Treatment Center — As defined of
amended by State regulations, an entity licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis
Control Commission that acquires, cultivates, possesses, processes (including
development of related products such as edible Marijuana-infused products,
tinctures, aerosols, oils, or ointments), transfers, transports, sells, distributes,
dispenses, or administers Marijuana, products containing Marijuana, related
supplies, or educational materials to registered qualifying patients or their
personal caregivers for medical use, as otherwise defined by State law. This
definition includes the foregoing uses described in this definition when conducted
by other types of Marijuana Establishments.acquires, cultivates, possesses,
processes (including development of related products such as edibles, MIPs,
tinctures, aerosols, oils, or ointments), repackages, transports, sells, distributes,
delivers, dispenses, or administers Marijuana, products containing Marijuana,
related supplies, or educational materials to registered qualifying patients or
their personal caregivers for medical use. This definition includes the foregoing
uses described in this definition when conducted by other types of Marijuana
Establishments.
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m. Marijuana Establishment, Standards Laboratory — As defined or amended by
State regulations, a laboratory meeting the requirements of the Independent
Testing laboratory that is licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control
Commission as a Standards Laboratory to ensure consistent and compliant testing
by the Independent Testing Laboratories. This definition includes the foregoing
uses described in this definition when conducted by other types of Marijuana
Establishments.
n. Marijuana Establishment, Storefront Marijuana Retailer — As defined or
amended by State regulations, a Marijuana Retailer providing a retail location
accessible to consumers 21 years of age or older or in possession of a registration
card demonstrating that the individual is a registered qualifying patient with the
Medical Use of Marijuana Program. This definition includes the foregoing uses
described in this definition when conducted by other types of Marijuana
Establishments.
4. MARIJUANA ESTABLISHMENT AGENT — As defined or amended by State
regulations, a board member, director, employee, executive, manager, or volunteer of a
Marijuana Establishment, who is 21 years of age or older. Employee includes a consultant
who provides on-site services to a Marijuana Establishment related to the cultivation,
harvesting, preparation, packaging, storage, testing, dispensing, or any other analogous
uses of Marijuana.any owner, employee, executive, or volunteer of a Marijuana
Establishment, who shall be 21 years of age or older. Employee includes a consultant or
contractor who provides on-site services to a Marijuana Establishment related to the
cultivation, harvesting, preparation, packaging, storage, testing, or dispensing of
Marijuana.
5. MARIJUANA ESTABLISHMENT BRANDED GOODS — a merchandise item offered
for sale by a Marijuana Establishment, and identifiable as being of a particular
Marijuana Establishment, distinct from those of other entities, by having the Marijuana
Establishment’s brand name. A Marijuana Establishment Branded Good does not
include Marijuana, Marijuana Products, or Marijuana Accessories. It may include
apparel, water bottles or other similar non-edible merchandise.
6. MARIJUANA PRODUCTS — As defined or amended by State regulations, products that
have been manufactured and contain Marijuana or an extract from Marijuana, including
concentrated forms of Marijuana and products composed of Marijuana and other
ingredients that are intended for use or consumption, including edible products, beverages,
topical products, ointments, oils and tinctures.Marijuana and its products, unless
otherwise indicated. Marijuana Products includes products that have been
manufactured and contain cannabis, marijuana, or an extract from cannabis or
marijuana, including concentrated forms of Marijuana and products composed of
Marijuana and other ingredients that are intended for use or consumption, including
edibles, beverages, topical products, ointments, oils and tinctures. Marijuana Products
include Marijuana-infused Products (MIPs).
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a. Marijuana Products, Finished – As defined or amended by State regulations,
usable Marijuana, Cannabis resin or Cannabis concentrate that is completely
manufactured and ready for retail sale and shall include Finished Marijuana
that has been separated into individual packages or containers for sale.
7. MARIJUANA, MANUFACTURE — As defined or amended by State regulations, to
compound, blend, extract, infuse or otherwise make or prepare a Marijuana product.
8. MARIJUANA, MARIJUANA MANUFACTURER RESIDENTIAL USE: Residential
Marijuana eExtraction by nNon-licensed eEstablishments or iIndividuals utilizing
extraction processes that pose an explosive or flammable danger, including solvent-based
extraction and any method utilizing liquefied petroleum gas (“LPG”, as may be defined by
NFPA1, including propylene, propane, butane, butylenes, and mixtures thereof).’
9. MARIJUANA, WAREHOUSE – Marijuana Warehouse means an indoor structure or a
portion of the structure on the licensed Premises used by a Marijuana Establishment for
the onsite storage of Marijuana and Marijuana Products in compliance with the regulatory
requirements of 935 CMR 500.000 including the requirements for security, storage and
disposal. For Delivery Operators, the location of the Warehouse shall be the Licensee’s
principle place of business within the Town.

10. MARIJUANA, WAREHOUSING – Marijuana Warehousing means the onsite storage of
Marijuana and Marijuana Products that have been purchased at wholesale for eventual
resale.
11. MARIAJUANA, WHITE LABELING – Marijuana White Labeling means to affix a product
label that includes the branding, including the name and logo, of a specific Marijuana
Establishment Licensee to a Finished Marijuana Product that was previously produced and
packaged by a licensed Product Manufacturer, Cultivator, Microbusiness or Craft
Marijuana Cooperative for sale to Consumers.
And further, by amending §4.07, Table of Use Regulations, as follows (all uses are new):

Residence

Principal Uses
20B. Medical Marijuana
Treatment Centers (see
Section 4.13 for applicable
definition), and uses
analogous to Marijuana
Retailer Uses Only

Business

Ind.

S

SC

T

F

M

L

G

O

I

No

No

No

No

No

No

SP*2

SP*2

SP*
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Registered Marijuana
Dispensary (RMD)*
* To be eligible for a
special permit under Use
20B, the requirements
under Sec. 4.12,
Registered Marijuana
Dispensary, and Sec.
4.13, Marijuana
Establishments, shall be
met, as each may be
applicable.

20C. Delivery-Only
Marijuana Retailers
Marijuana Couriers and
Marijuana Transporters

No

No

No

No

No

SP*1

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

SP*1, 2

SP*1

SP*1

SP*1

No

SP*1

SP*1

No

SP*1

*To be eligible for a special
permit under Use 20C, the
requirements under Sec.
4.13, Marijuana
Establishments, shall be
met.
20D. Marijuana Delivery
Operators
*To be eligible for a special
permit under Use 20D, the
requirements under Sec.
4.13, Marijuana
Establishments, shall be
met.

29A. Storefront Marijuana
Retailers, stores of less than
5,000 square feet of gross
floor area per establishment

SP*1, 2

* Permitted by special
permit pursuant to Section
4.13, Marijuana
Establishments
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29B. Social Consumption
Marijuana Retailers

No

No

No

No

No

SP*1, 2

SP*1, 2

No

SP*1

No

No

No

No

No

No

SP*1, 2

SP*1, 2

SP*1

No

No

No

No

No

SP*1, 2

SP*1, 2

SP*1, 2

SP*1

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

SP*1

* Permitted by special
permit pursuant to Section
4.13, Marijuana
Establishments, only in the
event of a Town-wide vote
approving on-site
consumption pursuant to
M.G.L c.94G, § 3(b).
36C. Marijuana Independent
Testing Laboratories,
Marijuana Standards
Laboratories, and Marijuana
Research Facilities
* To be eligible for a special
permit under Use 36C, the
requirements under Sec.
4.13, Marijuana
Establishments, and Use
36A. and 36B., restrictions
on Marijuana Research
Laboratories, shall be met.
38D. Marijuana Cultivators
* Permitted by special
permit pursuant to Section
4.13, Marijuana
Establishments
46B. Marijuana Product
Manufacturers
* Permitted by special
permit pursuant to Section
4.13, Marijuana
Establishments

Accessory Uses
65A. Marijuana
Manufacturer Residential
Uses

Residence

Business

Ind.

S

SC

T

F

M

L

G

O

I

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

FOOTNOTES:
1. Allowed use by Special Permit unless a Town-wide vote bans this use.
2. No manufacturing of Marijuana is permitted in these districts.
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And further, by creating a new §4.13, Marijuana Establishments with the following requirements:
§4.13 -Marijuana Establishments
1. Purpose
The intent of this section is to permit Marijuana Establishments to operate in locations and
pursuant to local requirements that ensure safe and appropriate implementation of Chapter 334
of the Acts of 2016 (Question #4 on the November 8, 2016 ballot), legalizing recreational
Marijuana, within the community.
If any provisions of this section shall be held to be invalid, those provisions shall be severable
and the remaining sections shall be valid.
2. Definitions
See Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 94G, Section 1, Chapter 94I, Section 1, and the
regulations promulgated thereunder, as they may be amended, as well as Section 2, Definitions,
of the Zoning By-Law for further definitions of applicable terms.
3. Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers
Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers licensed prior to July 1, 2017 shall be subject to §2.13(1)
(“Medical Marijuana Treatment Center”), §4.07, Use 20B, and §4.12 (“Registered Marijuana
Dispensary (RMD)”) of the Zoning By-Laws and not this section, subject to the following: In
the event that the medical Marijuana licensing process by the Select Board pursuant to Article
8.34 of the General By-Laws is discontinued in whole or in part, a medical Marijuana treatment
center not subject to Select Board licensing pursuant to Article 8.34 shall then be subject to the
requirements established for Storefront Marijuana Retailers.
3. Cap on the Number of Special Permits for Marijuana Retailers, Marijuana Couriers, and
Marijuana Delivery Operators
The Zoning Board of Appeals shall not grant a special permit if doing so would result in a total
number of outstanding special permits granted to Marijuana Retailers that exceeds any cap set
by a General By-Law on the number of Select Board Marijuana Establishment licenses that
can be issued to Marijuana Retailers.
If no such General By-Law is in effect at the time of a vote by the Zoning Board of Appeals
on a special permit application, the Zoning Board of Appeals shall not issue a special permit if
doing so would result in a total number of outstanding special permits that exceeds the
following limitations: The Zoning Board of Appeals shall not issue more special permits in
each of the following categories of Marijuana Establishment licenses than the number that is
20% of the number of liquor licenses for off-premises alcohol consumption that have been
issued by the Select Board pursuant to M.G.L. c. 138, § 15, as rounded up to the nearest whole
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number in the event the number is a fraction: a) Storefront Marijuana Retailers; b) DeliveryOnly Marijuana Retailers Marijuana Couriers; c) Marijuana Delivery Operators; and d)
Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers.
4. General Requirements for Marijuana Establishments
Marijuana Establishments shall comply with the following requirements:
E. General
6. Marijuana Establishments shall comply with applicable State and local laws,
regulations, by-laws, codes, conditions and agreements with the Town, including, but
not limited to, M.G.L. c. 94G, M.G.L. c. 94I, 935 CMR 500, the Town of Brookline’s
General By-Laws, the Town of Brookline’s Zoning By-Laws, all applicable Town
building, fire prevention, police, and health codes, regulations and standards, any
conditions imposed on licenses and permits held by the Marijuana Establishment
(including, but not limited to, the Town’s Zoning Board of Appeals special permit),
and agreements between the Marijuana Establishment and the Town, including host
community agreements.
7. Marijuana Establishments shall maintain all permits and licenses required by State and
local laws. Any laws voiding of the Cannabis Control Commission’s license by
operation of law (including due to cessation of operations, failure to become
operational within the permitted time, or relocation without Cannabis Control
Commission approval), and any revocation or suspension of the Marijuana
Establishment’s Cannabis Control Commission license shall result in an automatic
suspension of the special permit pending hearing or the opportunity therefore afforded
to the Marijuana Establishment and pending further determination by the Zoning Board
of Appeals.
8. All taxes and charges owed to the Town must be paid on a current basis. The Town
may place a lien on the property of any person who has an outstanding balance due the
Town from any fee, charge or tax, which balance is at least six (6) months past due.
F. Operational Requirements
18. All Marijuana Establishments’ licensed operations shall be conducted within a building
at a fixed location.
19. No Marijuana Establishment shall allow cultivation, processing, manufacture, sale or
display of Marijuana or Marijuana Products to be visible from a public place without
the use of binoculars, aircraft, or other optical aids.
20. Marijuana Establishments may cultivate, process, test, store and manufacture
Marijuana or Marijuana Products only within an area that is enclosed and secured in a
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manner that prevents access by persons not permitted by the Marijuana Establishment
to access the area.
21. The hours of operation of Marijuana Establishments shall be those that are set by the
Marijuana Establishment’s host community agreement with the Town or a Select
Board-issued license.
22. Marijuana Establishments shall ensure that their hours and methods of transportation
of product shall not be a detriment to the surrounding area and nearby uses.

23. Marijuana Establishments shall not permit any disorder, disturbance, or illegality under
State or local law of any kind on the premises.
24. Marijuana Establishment operations shall not result in illegal redistribution under State
or local law of Marijuana obtained from the Marijuana Establishment, or in use of
Marijuana in any manner that violates State or local law.
25. Marijuana Establishment operations shall not create nuisance conditions in parking
areas, sidewalks, streets and areas surrounding its premises and adjacent properties.
“Nuisance” includes, but is not limited to, disturbances of the peace, open public
consumption of Marijuana, excessive pedestrian or vehicular traffic, odors emanating
from the Marijuana Establishment’s premises, electrical lighting, illegal drug activity
under State or local law, harassment of passersby, excessive littering, excessive
loitering, illegal parking, excessive loud noises, excessive citation for violations of
State traffic laws and regulations and/or Transportation Division Rules and
Regulations, queuing of patrons (vehicular or pedestrian) in or other obstructions of the
public way (sidewalks and streets), collisions between vehicles, bicyclists, and
pedestrians, lewd conduct or police detentions and arrests.
26. Marijuana Establishments shall equip the premises and otherwise conduct their
operations in such a manner that (a) no pesticides or other chemicals or products are
dispersed into the outside atmosphere, and (b) no odor of Marijuana or its processing
can be detected by a person with an unimpaired and otherwise normal sense of smell
at the exterior of the facility or at any adjoining use or property.
27. A Marijuana Establishment shall be required to remove all Marijuana and Marijuana
Products by the earlier of:
a) prior to surrendering its State-issued license; or
b) within six (6) months of ceasing operations.
28. Marijuana Establishments shall comply with 527 CMR and with Chapter 38 of the
NFPA 1 (2018), as they may be amended, and as applicable.
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29. Marijuana Establishments are prohibited from use of on-site self-service displays. Selfservice displays are defined to mean displays from which customers may select
Marijuana or Marijuana Products without assistance from an employee or store
personnel, and include vending machines.
30. Consumption of Marijuana in the interior or exterior of the premises is not permitted
except as follows. Duly-licensed Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers may permit
on-premises consumption of Marijuana and Marijuana Products which they are
licensed to sell to customers purchasing their products who are aged 21 years and older
in the event that on-premises consumption is approved by the Town pursuant to and in
the manner provided by M.G.L. c. 94G, § 3(b). In the event that on-premises
consumption is approved by the Town in such manner, Social Consumption Marijuana
Retailers must abide by all State and local requirements for Marijuana Establishments.
Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers shall comply with all legal requirements
pertaining to verification that a patron is at least 21 years of age utilizing acceptable
forms of proof of age, including any proof-of-age verification requirements established
by the Select Board in connection with the local licensing of Marijuana Establishments.
In no event shall Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers permit the smoking of
Marijuana or Marijuana Products on the premises. Smoking is defined to mean the
lighting of, or having in one’s possession any lighted cigarette, cigar, pipe or other
product designed to be combusted and inhaled. The activation of or inhalation of vapor
from an e-cigarette or other similar device shall be considered smoking.
G. Security-Specific Requirements
5. Marijuana Establishments shall maintain compliance with any Town Police
Department-approved security and public safety plans as the Police Department may
require, which plan may include measures relating to alarms, fencing, gates, limited
access areas, delivery procedures, police details, specification of video and lighting
locations, notifications to the Police Department in the event of any known or suspected
violation of criminal law that has taken place on or near the location of the
establishment.
6. Marijuana Establishments shall secure every entrance to the Marijuana Establishment
so that access to areas containing the storage of Marijuana products are restricted to
employees and others permitted by the Marijuana Establishment to access the area and
to Cannabis Control Commission or state and local law enforcement officers, agents
and emergency personnel.
7. Marijuana Establishments shall secure their inventory and equipment during and after
operating hours to deter and prevent theft of Marijuana, Marijuana Products and
Marijuana accessories.
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8. Marijuana Establishments shall file an emergency response plan with the Town’s Fire,
Police and Health Departments and share with these Departments their security plan
and procedures and any updates to them in the event they are modified.
H. Access to Premises and Information/Reporting/Record-Keeping
4. Marijuana Establishments shall consent to unannounced, unscheduled, periodic
inspections of its premises by the Building Commissioner or designee, including an
agent from the Building, Health, Police and Fire Departments (which, when conducted
by the Police Department, shall be by a sworn police officer holding the rank of
Sergeant or higher) on week-days during normal business hours to determine the
Marijuana Establishment’s compliance with the requirements of applicable state and
local laws, regulations, codes, license and permit conditions, and this section. In
addition, routine inspections may be made on week-days during regular Town business
hours by authorized inspectional departments to determine compliance with applicable
state and local laws, regulations, codes and license and permit conditions. Inspections
by the authorized inspectional departments may be made at other times to investigate
complaints or suspected non-compliance issues. Inspections may include all areas
occupied, used or controlled by the Marijuana Establishment. Facilities requiring reinspection are subject to applicable re-inspection fees. Inspections shall be conducted
in conformity with applicable federal, state and local law.
5. Marijuana Establishments shall cooperate and comply with requests for information
made by the Building Commissioner or designee, including agents from the Planning,
Building, Health, Police, Fire and Public Works Departments.
6. Within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of notice of it, a Marijuana Establishment shall
file with the Town Administrator, Director of Public Health and the Building
Commissioner any summary cease and desist order, cease and desist order, quarantine
order, suspension order, revocation order, order limiting sales, deficiency statement,
plan of correction, notice of a hearing, notice of any other administrative process or
legal action, denial of a license, denial of a renewal of a license, or final action issued
by a state or federal agency (including, but not limited to, the Cannabis Control
Commission and Massachusetts Department of Public Health) regarding the Marijuana
Establishment, the Cannabis Control Commission license, or the Department of Public
Health Certificate of Registration.
I. 4. Additional Location Requirements for Marijuana Establishments
1. Marijuana Establishments shall not be located in a building that contains a pre-existing
daycare center.
2. Marijuana manufacturing or extraction shall not be done in any building containing
assembly, educational, health care, ambulatory health care, residential board and care,
residential, or detention and correctional facilities.
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3. Delivery-Only Marijuana Retailers Marijuana Couriers and Marijuana Transporters
shall not occupy street-level space in Local or General Business districts.
4. The required distance from schools that serve Kindergarten through 12th grade, public
or private, shall be:
a. 500 feet for i) Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers issued a primary use
license; and ii) Storefront Marijuana Retailers with the following provisions:
1. Where the 500-foot buffer intersects a major corridor (as defined in
subsection 2 immediately below), the buffer zone shall not include land on
the opposite side of the major corridor from where the school is located.
2. For purposes of this section, “major corridors” are defined as Beacon
Street, Commonwealth Avenue, and/or Route 9 (otherwise known as Boylston
Street, including a portion of Route 9 that converts to Washington Street).
b. No distance requirement applicable to i) Marijuana Research Facilities that do
not hold a Marijuana Retailer license; ii) Marijuana Independent Testing
Laboratories; and iii) Marijuana Standards Laboratories.
c. 200 feet for all other Marijuana Establishments.
d. Measured from lot boundary to lot boundary.
5. Density requirements for Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers issued a primary use
license and Storefront Marijuana Retailers shall be:
a. A minimum of 200 feet from another Social Consumption Marijuana Retailer
issued a Select Board primary use license pursuant to Article 8.37 of the
Town’s General Bylaws or a Storefront Marijuana Retailer, if any portion of
the establishment is located at street-level.
b. Allowed within 200 feet from another Social Consumption Marijuana Retailer
issued a Select Board primary use license pursuant to Article 8.37 of the
Town’s General Bylaws or a Storefront Marijuana Retailer above or below
street-level as long as the Zoning Board of Appeals determines that doing so
will not have a detrimental impact on the vibrancy of the streetscape and all
other applicable requirements are satisfied (applicable to uses 29A and 29B).
c. Measured from lot boundary to lot boundary.
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6. Store Size Limitations for Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers issued a primary
use license and Storefront Marijuana Retailers, Marijuana Couriers, and Marijuana
Delivery Operators shall:
a.

Not exceed a total gross floor area of 5,000 square feet per establishment.

b. Not exceed a gross floor area of 3,500 square feet and no more than 5,000
square feet total gross floor area per establishment if any portion of the
establishment is located at street-level. Not applicable to Marijuana Couriers
and Marijuana Delivery Operators.
c. Not apply to Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers licensed to operate prior to
July 1, 2017, who receive a State Storefront Marijuana Retailer license or
Delivery-Only Marijuana Retailer license pursuant to M.G.L. c. 94G and the
regulations promulgated thereunder, unless a licensed Medical Marijuana
Treatment Center expands the licensed premises or building.
7. The Parking and Loading Requirements for Marijuana Delivery Operators shall be
as follows:
a. The maximum parking limit shall be 1.5 spaces for every 1000 square feet of
gross floor area.
b. A minimum of one loading space sufficient in size to park and load any
vehicle used for delivery shall be required and shall be used solely to meet the
loading and delivery needs associated with the use on the site.
5. 7 Site Plan Review for Marijuana Establishments
The following describes requirements for a Marijuana Establishment site plan review process
to precede the Marijuana Establishment’s application for a building permit and a special
permit:
A. Prior to applying for a building permit, the Marijuana Establishment shall have an initial
informal meeting with the Planning Director and the Building Commissioner or designees
to discuss development plans and relevant Zoning By-Law requirements.
B. The appropriate site plan review process shall be determined at the initial meeting
consistent with the Zoning By-Laws, which may include, but is not limited to, the process
for Major Impact Projects and Design Advisory Teams.
C. In addition, at the discretion of the Planning Director or designee, the Marijuana
Establishment Site Plan Review process may entail submission of reports from all relevant
departments and divisions, which may include the Health Department, the Police
Departments, the Fire Department, the Building Department, the Department of Public
Works (e.g., the Transportation Division in the event that a Transportation Demand
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Management Plan may be contemplated, the Water Division, the Highway and Sanitation
Division, as applicable), and/or any other Department that the Planning Director or
designee determines to be appropriate to the project.
D. The applicant is responsible for obtaining any Department report deemed necessary by the
Planning Director or designee in connection with Marijuana Establishment Site Plan
Review process and submitting the report to the Planning Department. The Planning
Department will assist with identifying to the applicant information and documents that
Departments may require in connection with issuing their reports. Departments responsible
for reports may identify other needed information and documents needed from the
applicant.
E. Each Department designated by the Planning Department to issue a report will make its
report available to the applicant no later than forty-five (45) calendar days from the date
the applicant has completed submission to the Department of all requested information and
documents.
F. In the event a Department designated by the Planning Department to issue a report does
not do so within 45 days of when the applicant submitted all requested information and
documents to the Department, the applicant may submit to the Planning Department, in
lieu of the report, a letter showing evidence of the applicant’s submission of requested
information and documents to the Department or stating that no documents or information
was requested, as the case may be.
G. The Marijuana Establishment shall cooperate with requests for information or meetings by
the Planning Director and/or by any of the Departments designated by the Planning
Director to issue reports as part of the Marijuana Establishment Site Plan Review process,
which information may include the Marijuana Establishment’s application for a license
from the Cannabis Control Commission or relevant State agency.
H. Marijuana Establishments may not apply for a building permit until the Planning Director
and Building Commissioner have issued a written Notice of Completion of Marijuana
Establishment Site Plan Review.
6. Special Permits
The following apply to special permits to operate a Marijuana Establishment, in addition to the
requirements set forth in §9 of the Zoning By-Laws.
A. Application requirements: Marijuana Establishments shall include with their special
permit application:
1. Copies of any required licenses and permits relating to the operation of the Marijuana
Establishment, or, if an application for a required license or permit is pending, a copy
of the application.
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2. Evidence of the Marijuana Establishment’s right to use the proposed site as a Marijuana
Establishment, such as a deed or lease.
3. A copy of the Notice of Completion of Marijuana Establishment Site Plan Review
Process for Marijuana Establishments.
4. Any other materials requested by the Special Permit application form, as well as any
other additional materials the Planning Department determines is necessary for review,
such as Department reports or transportation studies or a license application.
B. Special permit criteria: The Board of Appeals shall not approve any application for a
special permit unless it finds that in its judgment all of the following conditions are met:
1. Issuance of the special permit would not contravene the cap on the number of special
permits that may be granted (see subsection 4 3, Cap on the Number of Special Permits
for Storefront Marijuana Retailers, Marijuana Couriers, Marijuana Delivery
Operators of this section) and any applicable density restrictions (see subsection 4 5,
Additional Location Requirements for Marijuana Establishments, General
Requirements for Marijuana Establishments, of this section). Issuance of a special
permit must also comply with applicable State and local laws.
2. The location is compliant with Section 4.13 in its entirety.
3. The Board of Appeals is otherwise satisfied that the Marijuana Establishment has the
ability to comply with the General Requirements for Marijuana Establishments set forth
in Section 4.13, and 4.12 if applicable.
7. Submittal Requirements prior to issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy
The following information shall be provided to the Building Department:
A. Proof that the Brookline Police Department has been provided with the name, phone
numbers and email addresses of all management staff, and with access to the facility when
it is closed, to enable contact if operating problems should arise.
B. Proof that all security measures required by the special permit have been installed or
implemented.
C. Proof that the applicant is compliant with implementing any required transportation
mitigation measures.
8. Enforcement
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This section of the Zoning By-Law shall be enforced by the Building Commissioner or the
Building Commissioner’s designee, as may be consistent with law. This Section, 9. Enforcement,
shall supersede any conflicting provision of the Zoning By-Laws that would otherwise be
applicable to the enforcement of this section.
9. Implementation
This section shall not be implemented in a manner that conflicts or interferes with the operation of
M.G.L. c. 94G, 94I or the regulations promulgated thereunder, including 935 CMR 500 or act on
anything relative thereto.
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TOWN OF BROOKLINE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Planning and Regulation Subcommittee Report
Warrant Article 21 – Micro Unit Dwellings and Age Restricted Dwellings
The Planning and Regulation Subcommittee of the Advisory Committee held a public hearing
on Monday, March 22, 2021, virtually on the Zoom platform to review Warrant Article 21. In
attendance were Subcommittee members Steven Kanes (Chair), David Pollak, Carlos Ridruero,
Lee Selwyn, and Neil Wishinsky. Victor Panak represented the Department of Planning and
Community Development and presented the WA. Roger Blood, Eric Coles, Lisa Cunningham,
Jennifer Dopazo Gilbert and Michael Zoorob attended.
Summary
WA 21 was submitted by the Planning and Community Development Department pursuant to
2020 Special Town Meeting’s referral of the issue to the Department. WA 21 proposes changes
to the Zoning Bylaw that remove all references to “Micro Unit Dwellings” (MUDs) and “Age‐
Restricted Dwellings” (ARDs) from the Definitions Section and Use Table of the Zoning Bylaw,
and revises Section 5.06.4.j (the Emerald Island Special District, or EISD) so that MUDs and
ARDs are addressed within that Section consistent with the current treatment of those uses in
that District. The Planning and Regulation Subcommittee unanimously recommends favorable
action on WA 21 to the Advisory Committee.
Background
• Pre‐2016: MUDs (units with <500 SF) and ARDs were not identified as unique residential
use categories, and were permitted throughout Town.
•

2016 Special Town Meeting: Article 7 (EISD) defined MUDs and ARDs and added them to
the Use Table as distinct uses from 1F, 2F, 3F, and MF dwelling units, prohibiting them
everywhere except the EISD

•

2020 Special Town Meeting: Article 27 sought to remove the prohibition of MUDs. The
subject matter was referred to the Planning Department for development of a revised
Warrant Article to be considered at the 2021 Annual Town Meeting.

Objectives
The Warrant Article proposed by the Department seeks to restore the pre‐2016 condition
where dwelling units (except within the EISD) are regulated under the preexisting 1F, 2F, 3F
and MF uses such that:
1. MUDs and ARDs are permitted in all zoning districts;
2. MUDs and ARDs are permitted in the same way as other dwelling unit uses;
3. The treatment of MUDs and ARDs in the EISD is unchanged;
4. The Zoning Bylaw is otherwise unchanged;
Strategy
1. Eliminate all references to MUDs and ARDs outside the EISD Section of the Bylaw;
2. Reintroduce the definitions for MUDs and ARDs within the EISD Section and specify
that they are for the purpose of that Section only.
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Future treatment of MUDs, ARDs, and/or other distinct residential uses
Mr. Panak noted that the Department recommends addressing any (future) special treatment
of MUDs or ARDs with changes to the relevant section of the Bylaw. For example, any
adjustments to parking requirements would be made in Article VI: Vehicular Service Uses
Requirements.
Discussion
The discussion touched on several topics that were major concerns surrounding 2020 STM’s
WA 27 – the subject of the referral that resulted in this WA 21. These included parking, density
and neighborhood character, housing diversity and housing affordability. At the same time,
the Subcommittee commended the Department in successfully fulfilling the intent of the
referral motion and the stated objectives.
Parking
The question remains as to whether micro‐ and/or age‐restricted dwelling units should have
reduced parking requirements. Opinions differ, and the subject is not before us with the
current WA 21. Mr. Panak noted that more information is needed, and that the Department is
planning a major parking study that will provide that information. There was further discussion
of how and when to conduct that study given the changed conditions relating to the
pandemic.
Density and neighborhood character
There was discussion of the potential impact of increased dwelling density on neighborhoods
and existing housing stock. However, given the current parking requirements it was
acknowledged that little is likely to change in response to WA 21. Another concern that was
raised related to short‐term rentals and the possibility that micro units could end up as de‐
facto hotel units.
Housing diversity and housing affordability
A member of the public noted that it is important that we have a town that welcomes people
of all income levels, and that having small apartments does that. However, several
Subcommittee members expressed their skepticism that small market‐rate apartments would
meet any definition of affordable, noting that rents would likely still be north of
$2,000/month.
Recommendation
The subcommittee voted 5‐0 to recommend to the Advisory Committee a Recommendation of
Favorable Action on WA 21 as submitted in the Warrant. The text is as follows:

ARTICLE 21
Submitted by: Planning and Community Development Department
Voted the Town will:
1) Amend Section 2.04.3 of the Town of Brookline Zoning By‐law as follows (deletions
appearing in strikeout, new language in underline):
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§2.04 – “D” DEFINITIONS
…
3. DWELLING
Dwelling, Attached: A building designed or occupied as a resident and separated
from another attached dwelling on one or both sides either by a vertical party wall
or walls or by a contiguous wall or walls without side yards.
a. Dwelling, Detached: A building which is designed or occupied as a residence
and is substantially separated by side yards from any other structure or
structures except accessory buildings.
b. Dwelling, Multiple: A building or structure designed or occupied as a
residence by more than three families, but not including groups of attached
dwellings; an apartment house.
c. Dwelling, Live/Work Space: A building or any portion thereof containing
common work space areas and/or dwelling units measuring no more than 900
square feet in gross floor area per unit that are used by at least one occupant as
both their primary residence and primary work/artist studio space, including
use 46 (Light Non-Nuisance Manufacturing) and 58A (Home Office) as
certified annually by the property owner with the Building Commissioner.
d. Dwelling, Age Restricted: A building where all residents are 62 years of age
or older. Such units shall be subject to an age restriction described in a deed,
deed rider, restrictive covenant, or other document in a form reasonably
acceptable to Town Counsel that shall be recorded at the Registry of Deeds or
the Land Court. Age and occupancy restrictions shall not preclude reasonable,
time-limited guest visitation rights or accommodation for caretakers for the
primary resident. The age and occupancy restrictions shall be enforceable
solely against the violating unit and not the development as a whole, by the
owner of one or more dwelling units or by the Town of Brookline. In the
event of a violation, and at the request of the Town, the owner of the unit shall
comply with the age and occupancy restrictions.
e. Dwelling, Micro Unit: A building or any portion thereof containing residential
units measuring no greater than 500 square feet in gross floor area per unit.
Buildings containing Micro Units may have flexible common areas for living
and/or working.
2) Amend Section 4.07, Use 6C and Use 6D of the Town of Brookline Zoning By‐law as follows
(deletions appearing in strikeout, new language in underline):
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Residence

Business

Ind.

Principal Uses
S

SC

T

F

M

L

G

O

I

6C. Dwelling, Age
Restricted
*Permitted by special
permit in the I‐(EISD)
District in accordance
with 5.06.4.j.

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No*

6D. Dwelling, Micro
Unit
*Permitted by special
permit in the I‐(EISD)
District in accordance
with 5.06.4.j.

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No*

3) Amend Section 5.06.4.j of the Town of Brookline Zoning By‐law as follows (deletions
appearing in strikeout, new language in underline):

j. Emerald Island Special District
1) The Emerald Island Special District – the area bounded by River Road,
Brookline Avenue, and Washington Street – is an area in transition. It has
been determined through study by the River Road Study Committee that
specific zoning parameters are required to encourage appropriate
redevelopment of this district. In developing these zoning parameters, due
consideration has been given to the prominent location of this area as a major
gateway to Brookline. The proximity of the Muddy River, Emerald Necklace,
Longwood Medical Area as well as the differences in the scale of existing
buildings, recently permitted and proposed developments, access to transit,
and the solar orientation of sensitive nearby uses, including the residences of
Village Way and Emerald Necklace Park all combined to shape the Special
District parameters. Following a comprehensive study by financial,
architecture, urban design and real estate experts, the Committee further
concluded that the following concepts related to allowed uses, building
heights, building form, parking requirements and the public realm are
appropriate for this Special District.
2) Definitions. For the purposes of Section 5.06.4.j, the following terms shall
have the listed definitions:
a. Micro Unit Dwelling: A building where a minimum of 50% of residential
units measure no greater than 500 square feet in gross floor area.
Buildings containing Micro Units may have flexible common areas for
living and/or working.
b. Age Restricted Dwelling: A building where all residents are 62 years
of age or older. Such units shall be subject to an age restriction described
in a deed, deed rider, restrictive covenant, or other document in a form
reasonably acceptable to Town Counsel that shall be recorded at the
Registry of Deeds or the Land Court. Age and occupancy restrictions shall
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not preclude reasonable, time-limited guest visitation rights or
accommodation for caretakers for the primary resident. The age and
occupancy restrictions shall be enforceable solely against the violating
unit and not the development as a whole, by the owner of one or more
dwelling units or by the Town of Brookline. In the event of a violation,
and at the request of the Town, the owner of the unit shall comply with
the age and occupancy restrictions.
2) 3) All applications for new structures, outdoor uses, and exterior alterations in
the Emerald Island Special District which exceed a floor area ratio of 1.0, a
height greater than 40' and/or seek alternative parking and loading zone
requirements shall be permitted only on lots greater than 13,600 square feet in
contiguous area and only for the uses described in Section 5.06.4.j.3 Section
5.06.4.j.4, shall be subject to Site Plan Review by the Planning Board as
described in Section 5.06.4.j.4 Section 5.06.4.j.5, shall be subject to the
requirements of Section 5.09, Design Review, shall obtain a special permit
per Section 9.03, and shall meet the following requirements:
a. Setbacks and Sidewalk Widths:
i.
ii.

All buildings shall be setback 10 feet from the mid‐district drainage
easement as shown in Figure 5.06.4.j.1 below.
All buildings shall be setback 45 feet from the Point of Intersecting
Tangents of Brookline Avenue and River Road as shown in

Figure 5.06.4.j.2 below.
iii.

Notwithstanding Section 5.01 and other than as provided

in Sections 5.06.4.j.2a.i 5.06.4.j.3.a.i and 5.06.4.j.2a.ii 5.06.4.j.3.a.ii,
thereshall be no additional setback requirements except as is
necessary to achieve the required sidewalk widths for the district.
For the purposes of the EISD only, sidewalk shall be defined as the
area between the building facade and the face of the curb. The
required sidewalk width shall be measured from the ground level of
the proposed building facade to the face of the curb at the time of
special permit application. All sidewalks shall maintain a minimum 5
foot wide walkway clear from all obstructions,including, but not
limited to tree pits, structural columns and street furniture. The
minimum sidewalk width along Brookline Avenue and River Road
shall be no less than 12 feet. The minimum sidewalk width along
Washington Street shall be no less than 10 feet.
iv.

Where it can be demonstrated that achieving the required sidewalk width
would be infeasible in limited areas, the Board of Appeals may by special
permit reduce the required width of the affected areas to no less than 8
feet on Washington Street and River Road. No relief may be granted for a
reduction in sidewalk width along Brookline Avenue. Applicants for a
special permit to reduce the width of a sidewalk shall provide written and
graphic documentation to the Planning Board illustrating why the
required width is not attainable in the affected area. The Planning Board
may in an affirmative and written determination make a recommendation
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to the Board of Appeals to reduce the width of the sidewalk in limited
areas. Where relief is granted, applicants shall provide counterbalancing
amenities in the form of wider sidewalks and/or landscaping on‐site or in
the immediate area adjacent to their site, subject to the review and
approval of the Planning Board.

Figure 5.06.4.j.1 Setbacks from Mid‐District Drainage Easement
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Figure 5.06.4.j.2 Northern District Edge Sideyard Setback
b. The minimum finished floor to floor height for all ground floor levels shall be no
less than 15 feet.
c. No permanent on‐site parking spaces shall be located on the ground level in the
Special District.
d. All new buildings and renovations to existing buildings shall be LEED Silver
Certifiable or higher. Applicants shall provide evidence to the satisfaction of the
Building Commissioner and Director of Planning and Community Development
that all new construction and renovations of existing buildings are LEED
Certifiable Silver or a higher rating via the provision of a LEED scoring sheet. The
construction or renovation of such buildings consistent with these plans shall be
confirmed prior to the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy.
e. Street trees shall be provided at regular intervals approximately every 25 feet
along the sidewalks of Brookline Avenue, Washington Street and River Road.
The size, location and species of all trees at the time of planting and the final
design of all landscaping in the public way shall be approved by the Director of
Parks and Open Space or his/her designee. In circumstances where trees cannot
be provided as stipulated above as determined by the Director of Parks and
Open Space or his/her designee, the applicant shall provide an equivalent
amount of trees and/or landscaping at appropriate locations on the site or make
a financial contribution to the Town in an equivalent dollar amount for similar
improvements in adjacent parks and public spaces.
f.

The applicant shall devote no less than 1% of the hard construction cost of
constructing its project, (including any building, site work, above ground or
underground structures, but exclusive of tenant fit‐up) to making off‐site,
streetscape and parks improvements within 500 feet of the Special District
boundaries. In addition to review by the Planning Board, a plan of the proposed
off‐site improvements shall be submitted for the review and approval of the
Director of Transportation and the Director of Parks and Open Space or their
designees. Alternatively, with the approval of the Director of Transportation and
the Director of Parks and Open Space, the applicant may make a financial
contribution to the Town in an equivalent dollar amount to be used by the Town
for such purposes.

g. Public seating and pedestrian‐scale lighting shall be provided at regular
intervals. The location, number and design of all seating and lighting in the
public way shall be approved by the Director of Parks and Open Space or his/her
designee.
h. Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 6.06.6 and 6.07, the number and
size of required loading zones may be reduced in accordance with Site Plan
Review as noted in Section 5.06.4.j.4 Section 5.06.4.j.5 below.
i.

A building shall not have more than 30% of its frontage along a street devoted
to residential use including associated lobby use.

j.

Any proposed building shall be permitted to have more than one principal use.
For example, a restaurant or retail business may be located in the same building
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as a permitted residential, or office, or hotel use without being considered an
accessory use.
3) 4) Exceptions to Maximum FAR and Maximum Height
a. Additional height may be granted by special permit up to 85 feet for buildings
primarily containing Micro Unit Dwellings, Age Restricted Dwellings or only the
following uses: 6B (Dwelling, Live/Work Space); 6C (Dwelling, Age Restricted);
6D (Dwelling, Micro Unit) 8 (Hotel); 8A (Limited Service Hotel); 20 (Medical
Office); 21 (Professional Office); 29 (Store less than 5,000 SF), 30 (Eating Place
less than 5,000 SF); 33 (Stores not exceeding 10,000 SF); 33a (Stores over 10,000
SF); 34 (Place for the sale and consumption of food and beverages exceeding
5,000 SF); 66 (Accessory Laboratory), only for buildings located a minimum of

189.12 feet from the intersection of Washington Street and Brookline
Avenue, provided that the footprint of any building mass above a height
of 65 feet covers no more than 55% of the lot area. Buildings may also
contain Principal Uses 18A (Small Group Health/Fitness), 20a (Licensed
Veterinarian), and 32 (Service Business) provided that such uses occupy
no more than 25% of the building. The required 189.12 foot distance
from the intersection of Washington Street and Brookline Avenue shall be
measured from the Point of Intersecting Tangents as show in Figure
5.06.4.j.3 below.
b. Additional height of up to 110 feet may be granted by special permit for
buildings containing only the following uses: 8 (Hotel) and 8A (Limited Service
Hotel) and only for buildings with frontage on Washington Street provided that
the footprint of any building mass covers no more of the lot area than is
specified in Table 5.06.4.j.1 and as depicted in Figure 5.06.4.j.4 below. Where an
applicant can demonstrate that additional lot coverage for any building mass
above 35 feet would result in an improved building design, the Board of Appeals
may by special permit grant an increase in the maximum percentage of lot
coverage as shown in Table 5.06.4.j.1 below. Applicants for a special permit to
increase the maximum percentage of lot coverage shall provide written and
graphic documentation to the Planning Board and Design Advisory Team
illustrating how the building design has improved. The Planning Board may in an
affirmative and written determination make a recommendation to the Board of
Appeals to increase the maximum percentage of lot coverage as shown in

Table 5.06.4.j.1 below. The Design Advisory Team shall provide a
similaraffirmative written recommendation.
Table 5.06.4.j.1 Maximum % Lot Area Coverage by Building Height

Building Mass Heights
0 up to 15'
15' up to 35'

Maximum % Lot Area
Coverage
80%
92%

Maximum % Lot Area
Coverage By Special Permit
with Planning Board
Recommendation
N/A
N/A
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35' up to 50'

80%

85%

50' up to 75'

75%

80%

75' up to
110'

50%

55%

4) 5) Site Plan Review
a. All applications for new structures shall be subject to site plan review by the
Planning Board to: ensure that there is adequate provision of access for fire and

service equipment; ensure adequate provision for utilities and storm
water storage and drainage; ensure adequate provision of loading zones;
ensure adequate provision of parking; minimize impacts on wetland
resource areas; minimize storm water flow from the site; minimize soil
erosion; minimize the threat of air and water pollution; minimize
groundwater contamination from on‐site disposal of hazardous
substances; maximize pedestrian and vehicle safety; screen parking,
storage and outdoor service areas through landscaping or fencing;
minimize headlight and other light intrusion; ensure compliance withthe
Brookline Zoning By‐Laws; maximize property enhancement with
sufficient landscaping, lighting, street furniture and other site amenities;
minimize impacts on adjacent property associated with hours of
operation, deliveries, noise, rubbish removal and storage. All plans and
maps submitted for site plan review shall be prepared, stamped, and
signed by a Professional Engineer licensed to practice in Massachusetts.
Pursuant to the site plan review process, applicants shall provide to the
Planning Board and the Director of Engineering a site plan showing:
i.

Property lines and physical features, including roads, driveways, loading
areas and trash storage for the project site;

ii.

Proposed changes to the landscape of the site, grading, vegetation clearing
and planting and exterior lighting.
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FIGURE 5.06.4.j.3 Required Distance from Washington Street
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FIGURE 5.06.4.j.4 Maximum %
Lot Coverage by Building Height

5) 6) Parking and Vehicular

Requirements:
a.
Notwithstanding Section 6.02,
there shall be no minimum parking
requirements for the following uses

and such uses shall have the maximum parking limits noted in Table 5.06.4.j.2
below.
b. Notwithstanding the above, where it can be demonstrated that additional parking is
needed, the Board of Appeals may by special permit increase the maximum parking
ratio by no more than 20%. Applicants for a special permit toincrease the maximum
parking ratio shall provide written documentation to thePlanning Board
demonstrating the need for additional parking. The Planning Board may in an
affirmative and written determination make a recommendation to the Board of
Appeals to increase the maximum parking ratio by no more than 20%.
c. Notwithstanding the above, dedicated spaces for Car Sharing Organizations (CS0)
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may be provided without regard to such maximum parking limits. If suchdedicated
parking spaces are not leased by any CSO they shall be dedicated tobicycle parking
and appropriate bicycle parking hardware shall be provided.

Table 5.06.4.j.2 ‐ Maximum Parking Limits
USE

MAXIMUM
PARKING

Principal Use 6B (Dwelling, age restricted) Age Restricted
Dwelling

1.25 per unit

Principal Use 6CB (Live/Work space)

0.50 per unit

Principal Use 6D (Dwelling, Micro Unit) Micro Unit Dwelling

0.50 per unit

Principal Use 8 (Hotel) and 8a (Limited Service Hotel)

0.40 per room

Principal Uses:
18A (Small group health/fitness); 20 (medical office); 20a
(Licensed veterinarian); 21 (professional office); 29 (store less
than 5,000K SF); 30 (Eating places less than 5,000K SF); 32
(Service use business); 33 (Stores not exceeding 10,000K SF);
33a (Stores over 10,000K SF); 34 (Place for sale and
consumption of food not exceeding 5,000K SF); 66A
(Accessory Laboratory)
6)

1.50 per 1,000 SF

7) Design Standards:
a. Building facades parallel to or within 45 degrees of parallel to any property line shall
be designed and constructed with equal care and quality. Visual articulation shall be
achieved for each facade by (a) employing variations in materials and/or ensuring
that no portion of any such facade is coplanar or unbroken for more than 3,500
square feet without a change in depth of 2 feet or more, or (b) utilizing alternative
methods of vertical or horizontal articulation,or (c) utilizing other design elements
that, in the affirmative and written determination of the Design Advisory Team
provide equivalent or better visual relief with respect to building massing, for the
reasons expressed in such writtendetermination. The Planning Board and the Board
of Appeals shall provide a similar written determination and reasons with respect to
facade design. Duringtheir review of all proposed building designs, both the Design
Advisory Team and Planning Board shall consult the Emerald Island Special District
Design Guidelines developed by the River Road Study Committee for guidance on
general exterior massing, scale and design.
b. In order to minimize visual and audible impacts, all rooftop mechanical equipment
shall be insulated and screened to the greatest extent possible fromall public ways
via substantial screening materials and/or shall be located in theinterior of the
building. Additionally, all rooftop mechanical equipment shall belocated such that all
shadow impacts are minimized.
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Long Range Planning & Policy Subcommittee
Article 36 Recommendation - 4/1/2021
The subcommittee met at 6:30 PM on April 1, 2021 via Zoom to consider Article 36, a
resolution to establish a Moderator’s Committee to report on and address the Brookline
Fiscal Advisory Committee’s February 2020 Report recommendations. (Toffel, et.al).
The meeting was attended online by the five subcommittee members: Carla Benka; Cliff
Brown; John Doggett; Amy Hummel; and Michael Sandman (chair). They were joined
by the petitioner, Michael Toffel, TMM 8; and Carol Levin, AC & BFAC member;
Nicole McClelland, TMM 11; Jon VanScoyuc, Select Board; and Charla Whitney.
The petitioner, Mike Toffel explained that he expected the proposed Moderator’s
committee to receive status reports from Town bodies on their progress toward
implementing the recommendations of eth Brookline Fiscal Advisory Committee
(BFAC), which delivered its final report in February 2020. The theme if the article is
accountability, and the petitioner is concerned that while Select Board say they would be
interested in putting the status of BFAC on their agenda, that has not happened. Thus a
Moderator’s committee seems like the best approach, especially since BFAC’s
recommendations were address not just to the Select Board but to a number of public
bodies.
The discussion in the subcommittee centered on three main points:
(1) Has enough time gone by for recommendations to have been implemented, given the
impact of the pandemic on 2020? And do we have the staff needed to implement the
recommendations?
Both the petitioner and subcommittees members acknowledged that implantation was
supposed to take place over a 12-18 month period, and the petitioner contended that since
14 months have elapsed, it was reasonable to ask for status reports. A member of BFAC
who attended said that some sort of body should be monitoring and reporting on the
implementation of BFAC recommendations. That should be ongoing; it will take
ongoing reminders of the recommendations. So a small Moderator’s committee should
be related to do this.
(2) Is a Moderator’s committee that is charged with seeking status reports the appropriate
way to move implementation forward? Why not reconvene a subset of BFAC
members, or ask for the nine public bodies to whom recommendation were made to
report directly to Town Meeting?
The petitioner pointed out that BFAC dissolved after it delivered its final report in
February 2021. And he did not feel that it was necessary to reconvene the entire
group for the job of seeking status reports.

(3) How would the nine public bodies (including the Select Board, School Committee
and Advisory Committee) to whom recommendations were addressed respond to the
“scolding” implied in the last four Whereas clauses?
The petitioner suggested that the chairs of public bodies could write reports on their
progress and he’d be happy, but they haven’t done that. They may or may not respond
if TM asks them; they don’t necessarily feel that they report to TM. And WA 36 asks
for reports on the progress made and what happens next. That’s not scolding. The
proposed committee is a reporting body, not an implementation body. He also
acknowledged that the various recommendation take time to implement.
Despite some doubts that asking for status reports to Moderator’s committee was the best
mechanism for encouraging implementation, the subcommittee did acknowledge the need
for some sort of prodding to move implementation forward. The subcommittee added the
following phrase to the article, and it was accepted by the petitioner:
Add at the end of Resolved Clause (3): “and anything else the Moderator deems
appropriate or helpful.”
Vote on the amendment: 4-0-1
Benka
Y
Brown
Y
Doggett
A
Hummel
Y
Sandman
Y
Recommendation for favorable action on the motion as amended: 4-0-1
Benka
Brown
Doggett
Hummel
Sandman

A
Y
A
Y
Y

